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--- Upon commencing at 9:06 a.m.1

2

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Well, if everybody is3

all settled in then, we will proceed to call the Hearing4

to order.  And Sabet, if you could lead us in an opening5

prayer, please.6

7

(OPENING PRAYER)8

9

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  And good morning10

to all again.  It's great to be in the beautiful capital,11

Yellowknife, capital of NWT, and we'd like to thank the12

Yellowknife Dene for -- the Chiefs and Council, for13

allowing us on their traditional territory to hold this14

Contaminants and Remediation Directorate to INAC Type A15

Water Licence Hearing.16

My name is Willard Hagen and I'm Chair of17

the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board.  The Mackenzie18

Land and Water Board was established under Part 4 of the19

Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act in March of20

2000.  We exercise authority over land use permitting,21

water licensing in the Mackenzie Valley under the MVRMA22

and the Northwest Territories Water Act respectfully.23

The panel which is responsible for issuing24

water licences, land use permits outside of the settled -25
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- the land claim areas was established in accordance with1

Section 99 of the MVRMA in April of 2000.2

Upon being established, the Mackenzie3

Valley Land and Water Board took over responsibility for4

land use permitting from the Department of Indian Affairs5

and Northern Development and Water Licensing from the NWT6

Water Board, as required by the MVRMA.  No jurisdictional7

issue has been raised; that we are proceeding on the8

basis that we have jurisdiction to hear this matter.9

Over the next two (2) days, if required,10

the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board will conduct a11

hearing into an application for a Type A water licence,12

under the NWT Waters Act and the MVRMA for the Tundra13

mine site submitted by the Contaminants and Remediation14

Directorate, or CARD, of Indian & Northern Affairs15

Canada.16

This Hearing has been constituted under17

Paragraph 21.2(a) of the NWT Waters Act and under Section18

24 of the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act.  The19

Applications for the water licence and the land use20

permit were deemed complete on July 28th, 2009.  The21

applications and supporting materials were then22

circulated to the reviewers.  23

This Hearing was advertised in accordance24

with Subsection 23.2 of the NWT Waters Act.  Public25
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notices were listed in the News/North on September 28th,1

2009.  And on October 26th, 2009, announcements were also2

made on the radio. 3

The Board held a technical session in4

Yellowknife on September 30th, 2009.  The Board held a5

pre-hearing conference on October 16th, 2009.  The pre-6

hearing conference identified the procedure to be7

followed at this Hearing.  No issue were -- arose,8

including any arguments of jurisdiction.  9

The parties were instructed to file their10

hearing submission on October 14, 2009.  CARD responded a11

week later, on October 21st, 2009.  All parties were just12

-- were to submit their presentations by October 28th,13

2009.  14

Today we will sit from 9:00 a.m. to 4:0015

p.m., with breaks for lunch and coffee as required.  For16

anybody that doesn't know the Elks Hall, I believe the17

men's washroom is that direction, and the ladies washroom18

is to your left, or my left anyway.  19

The Board asked for your cooperation in20

being prepared to make your presentations in the order21

set out in the agenda, and to be organized and focussed22

in your questions of other parties.  23

The orders of proceedings will read as24

follows.  The Board will first of all hear from the25
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Contaminants and Remediation Directorate regarding their1

application before the Board.  Once they've completed2

their presentation, the order of questions will be as3

follows: Registered Intervenors, registered speakers, and4

the general public, and then Board consultants, Board5

staff or counsel.   Board Members will have the last6

opportunity to ask questions.  7

When the questions of the Applicant are8

completed, we will proceed for two (2) presentations from9

the Intervenors who have been registered.  There will be10

an opportunity for questions after each presentation, and11

the order of these questions will be as previously set12

out. 13

Those members of the public who have14

registered here today will also be given the opportunity15

to address the Board after all their registered16

Intervenors have done so.  17

The Board wants this Hearing to be as18

informal as possible, however, as a quasi-judicial body19

we are bound by rules of procedural fairness, and as the20

Chair, I am responsible for the conduct at the Hearing. 21

And I would ask -- and it's a very important point --22

that all comments and any requests be addressed through23

the Chair.  24

Once everyone has had the opportunity to25
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speak, the registered Intervenors, and then the Applicant1

will have an opportunity to present closing comments. 2

Following that the Hearing will come to a close. 3

So, I'd like to take a moment for the4

Members of our Board and our staff to introduce5

themselves.  And perhaps, Floyd, we can start with6

yourself? 7

MR. FLOYD ALLEN:   Floyd Allen, Mackenzie8

Valley Land and Water Board. 9

MS. ELIZABETH BISCAYE:   Elizabeth10

Biscaye, Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board. 11

MR. PAT LAROCQUE:   Pat Larocque, the12

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board. 13

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Bruce Willis, legal14

counsel to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board. 15

MS. MANIK DUGGAR:   Manik Duggar, Acting16

Executive Director, Mackenzie Valley Land and Water17

Board. 18

MS. ANNE UMPLEBY:   Anne Umpleby, Senior19

Regulatory Officer, Mackenzie Valley Land and Water20

Board. 21

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   I'm Dr. Allan22

Woodbury, consultant to the Manitoba -- or to the23

Mackenzie Valley Water Board.  Thank you. 24

MR. ADRIAN PARADIS:   Adrian Paradis,25
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technical consultant to the Mackenzie Valley Land and1

Water Board. 2

MR. JAMIE VANGULK:   Jamie Vangulk,3

technical consultant for the Mackenzie Valley Land and4

Water Board. 5

6

(BRIEF PAUSE)7

8

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, that's those9

introductions.  And we also have four (4) translators and10

we ask that when you speak you pace yourself as they do -11

- do have to translate into the languages.  Our12

translators are Ann Biscaye, Marc Casaway, Mary Rose13

Sundburg, and Marg -- Margaret Mackenzie, who are in the14

back.15

I also like to make note that these16

proceedings are being recorded, will be transcribed17

later.  I ask that when you speak you please precede your18

presentation with your name and who you represent.19

Our Court Reporter is Ms. Wendy Warnock. 20

And if you have any -- Warnock -- if you have any21

questions about the transcripts, please direct them to22

her at one of the breaks.  And, again, be mindful that we23

have interpreters and these proceedings are being24

interpreted, so please pace yourself accordingly.25
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So before we proceed with the1

presentations by the Applicant, I would like to call for2

appearances.  Would the counsel or spokespersons for the3

Applicants please identify themselves for the record?4

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, with5

Contaminants and Remediation with INAC.6

MR. ANDREW LIDDIARD:   Andrew Liddiard,7

Indian & Northern Affairs Canada. 8

MR. DAVE BYNSKI:   Dave Bynski, Public9

Works and Government Services Canada, on behalf of INAC.10

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   And Bill Mitchell,11

Acting Director of Contaminants and Remediation12

Directorate. 13

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  And would the14

counsel or spokesperson for the registered Intervenors15

please identify themselves for the record.16

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   Good Morning. 17

Morag McPherson, with Fisheries and Oceans Canada.18

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, with19

Environment Canada.20

MS. SAVANNA LEVENSON:   Savanna Levenson,21

with Environment Canada.22

23

(BRIEF PAUSE) 24

25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:   And perhaps we can get1

the people who are on the -- on the teleconference to2

also identify themselves.3

MR. GRANT TOPP:   Grant Topp and Saul4

Marin, with Golder Associates, representing INAC.5

6

(BRIEF PAUSE)7

8

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay. thank you then.9

The Board has received written submissions from the North10

Slave Metis Alliance and a joint submission from11

Environment Canada and the Department of Fisheries and12

Oceans.13

A note that the Board has addressed one14

(1) preliminary issue involving a late submission by the15

North Slave Metis Alliance, dated October 18th, 2009.  It16

was sent out to all other parties for comment and these17

comments are used by the Board to make a ruling on the18

admissibility of the letter.  On November 3rd, 2009, the19

Board made a ruling to accept the October 28, 2009,20

letter submitted by the North Slave Metis Alliance.  21

There's further discussions of procedural22

matters, and I will ask our Board counsel, Mr. Bruce23

Willis, to address this.  24

Bruce...?25
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MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Yes.  Under the rules1

the deadline was -- the latest deadline was the 28th of2

October.  Last night there was further materials sent by3

the North Slave Metis Alliance, and I have provided to4

the Intervenors copies of the new material.  And just for5

the record, the first document is dated Tuesday, November6

3rd, 2009, at 5:48 p.m., from Sheryl Grieve, S-C -- S-H-7

E-R-Y-L  G-R-I-E-V-E, addressed to various individuals. 8

Attached to that is something called, "Information for9

NWT Archeologist Permit Applicants."  Attached to that is10

a website, Heritage Resources and Land Use Review in the11

Northwest Territories.  12

As well, there is a subsequent e-mail sent13

by Angela P-L-A-U-T-Z, to the Executive Director and14

myself.  And there's, as well, Heritage Resources and15

Land Use Review in the Northwest Territories.  This16

morning we made copies of this information, and they were17

handed out to the two (2) Intervenors present, CARD on18

behalf of INAC, and the joint submission of DFO and19

Environment Canada.  20

The North -- the Alliance is also an21

Intervenor, but I don't think there's anybody here, at22

this point, on their behalf.  And the question I put to23

them is under the rules, the Board can shorten or waive24

the requirements under Section 8, and the instructions25
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are the Board is prepared to do that, but it's only if1

there's no objection.  And if there's objection then I2

need to hear -- to the Board.  The Board would then make3

a determination as to whether or not they will let this4

information in.  5

At this point, the Board has not seen it,6

and until such time as the Board determines that they7

will admit it at this late date, they will -- they will8

not look at it.  But once the determination is made after9

hearing from you, then they will let it in.  So I need to10

hear, first of all, from INAC, your position? 11

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   INAC has no issue12

with the -- the letter and having it submitted.  So we'll13

leave it to the Board to make the decision.  14

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   So, you're obj -- it's15

the letter and the enclosures.16

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   We're not -- we're17

not objecting to the submission of the letter and the18

enclosures, at this point.  19

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Thank you.  And DFO,20

Environment Canada, your position?21

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   Hello.  Morag22

McPherson.  I'll speak on behalf of both Environment23

Canada and Fisheries and Oceans.  We've had an24

opportunity to review the letter, and I don't have any25
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comments or objections to the materials.  1

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   It's -- it's not only2

the letter, but it's the enclosures.3

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   Yeah.  In the4

entire package of information we -- 5

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Thank you.6

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   -- not -- we have7

no objections to.8

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   All right.  Is there9

anyone here from the Alliance to speak?  10

All right.  Mr. Chair, then there's no11

objection from the Intervenors, and it's now in the12

decision of the Board to meet together and to determine13

whether or not you'll let us -- these documents in.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thanks, Bruce,15

and thanks all for that.  We note that NSMA is -- is not16

here, so if there's anything further to add I guess it --17

it'll go unsaid.  And we will make that determination at18

the -- at the break, probably.  19

So the next item then on the agenda is the20

opening statements by the parties with CARD up first. 21

Then NSMA if they appear at some point, then they will be22

welcome to address.  Then a joint submission by23

Environment Canada and the Department of Fisheries and24

Oceans.  25
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So I guess it's the point to -- we do have1

interpreters and if you can pace yourself and address2

anything to the Chair.  Thank you for that.  So I'll turn3

it over to CARD for their presentation.4

5

OPENING REMARKS BY MR. BILL MITCHELL:6

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 7

As I indicated, my name is Bill Mitchell.  I am currently8

acting Director of the Contaminants and Remediation9

Directorate with INAC.  We are here today, as you noted,10

to discuss the Application for the Type A water licence11

for the Tundra mine site remediation project.12

I would like to emphasize that this is a13

remediation project, a cleanup project, a project that is14

designed to lessen the health and environmental impacts15

of previous mining activity.  This is not a new16

development in a pristine environment that would have17

potential negative impacts.  Rather, it is a project that18

is designed to mitigate and where possible, eliminate the19

adverse impacts of previous mining activity.20

Tundra is an abandoned mine site that21

reverted to the Crown in 1999, when Royal Oak Mines was22

assigned into receivership.  The Federal Government23

recognized the need to clean up contaminated sites in24

Canada and set up the Federal Contaminated Sites Action25
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Plan, often known as FCSAP, to address contaminated sites1

such as Tundra.2

FCSAP was initially a five (5) year plan3

and currently renewal is planned for 2010 for this4

program.  FCSAP, the Federal Contaminated Sites Action5

Plan, has already funded part of the remediation at6

Tundra, Phase 1, that involved the demolition of7

buildings and the disposal of non-hazardous waste and the8

removal of other hazardous waste from the site.9

The Water Licence Application under10

consideration today will allow INAC to proceed with Phase11

2 of the remediation plan that will deal with potentially12

acid generating waste rock, hydrocarbon impacted soils,13

and waste rock.  The remediation plan will address the14

arsenic rich tailings and the ponded arsenic contaminated15

water.  16

It is acknowledged that these activities17

may have some minor short term impacts created by moving18

the tailings, the waste rock, and by the discharge of19

treated water.  However, it is important to recognize20

that long term improvement in the environment at Tundra21

will be achieved. 22

INAC and its consultants paid particular23

attention to the remediation of the tailings.  Various24

options were considered that would achieve closure25
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objectives.  An independent peer review panel of experts1

assisted INAC and its technical advisor in the evaluation2

of these options.  The proposed remedial approach3

involving excavation and encapsulation of the tailings is4

considered to be the most likely to achieve long term5

stability.  The independent peer review panel agreed with6

this analysis.7

We understand that some Intervenors have8

requested that the discharge criteria for water at the9

site be set at 0.2 milligrams per litre arsenic, or 0.210

ppm.  It is acknowledged that short term impacts are11

greater at a 0.5 milligram per litre arsenic discharge12

criteria.  However, it must be noted that treated water13

discharge will likely last for only two (2) years, after14

which a quick recovery in the receiving environment is15

expected to occur.  The current industry standard under16

the Metal Mining Effluent Regulations is 0.5 milligrams17

per litre, and I believe that a discharge criteria of 0.218

will potentially put this project at risk.19

INAC, through Public Works, relies on20

contractors to perform the work.  I would anticipate that21

contractors would be very reluctant to bid on a job where22

they were legally required to achieve a discharge23

criteria less than half of what is considered the24

industry standard, particularly at a site where the only25
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real contaminant of concern in the water is the arsenic.1

I acknowledge that in the emergency water2

treatment completed this summer, the contractor was able3

to achieve very good results, generally in the order of4

0.2 milligrams per litre or lower.  However, some samples5

did exceed that 0.2 limit.  6

And in addition, the operator was7

operating in ideal conditions this summer.  No other work8

was being done.  There was no disturbance of tailings,9

and no release of suspended sediment from the tailings. 10

Conversely, during full remediation that11

we are proposing, the tailings will be excavated and12

moved, potentially releasing poor water that is much13

higher in arsenic than the water in the pond.  Similarly,14

it is likely there will be a significant amount of15

suspended sediment reaching the treatment plant because16

of the excavation of the tailings.  In this situation,17

upset conditions in the water treatment plant are likely18

to occur, possibly frequently.  19

In addition, the proposed plant will be20

several times larger than the emergency plant constructed21

last summer.  And typically when new plants start up it22

is very difficult to achieve stable conditions during the23

commissioning period.  Consider also the remoteness of24

this site and the difficulties, not only in operating the25
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pub -- the plant, but maintaining its output in a stable1

condition.  2

Therefore, under these operating3

conditions it would be -- be expected that on occasion4

the effluent from the plant could extee -- exceed the 0.25

milligram per litre criteria.  And while that might be6

the case, a 0.5 ppm, or milligram per litre, criteria7

will give us a reasonable operating cushion whereby we8

could ensure that there was no infractions of the -- the9

set limit. 10

Now, that said, and in any event, just as11

we did this summer, INAC, and Public Works, and12

Government Services Canada would ensure that there are13

appropriate icent -- incentives for the contractor to14

achieve as low a discharge criterion as possible, just as15

we did during the emergency water treatment this summer. 16

Finally, I would like to acknowledge the17

efforts that the INAC team had made to share information18

in consultation with the Akaitcho Dene First Nations, the19

Tlicho First Nation, The North Slave Metis Association. 20

There have been numerous project meetings, and project21

personnel have hosted site tours to this relatively22

remote site on several different occasions. 23

In addition, INAC is committed to24

maximizing Aboriginal training and employment25
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opportunities, and we have worked hard with Public Works1

and Govern -- Government Services Canada to ensure that2

contracts contain provisions, whereby opportunities for3

local Aboriginal communities are maximized, while still4

maintaining an open -- open, competitive contracting5

process as mand -- mandated by the Treasury Board of6

Canada.  7

In closing, we consider the proposed8

remediation plan for which this water licence application9

is being made, to be a robust plan that is most likely to10

achieve the objectives in terms of long term stability11

and closure for this site.  12

Thank you, Mr. Chair. 13

THE CHAIRPERSON:    And thank you for14

that, Mr. Mitchell.  And I'm assuming that was your15

opening statement, and that your presentation is16

forthcoming.  So, if we could then continue with the17

presentation.  If you could identify yourself and who18

you're with as you speak. 19

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Thank you Chairman,20

Jane Amphlett, also with INAC-CARD.  21

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Mr. Chair, it's -- Mr.22

Chair? 23

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Yes. 24

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Over here.  Bruce25
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Willis.   You're -- yeah, I'm throwing my voice way over1

there.   2

I -- I see that the Alliance the -- has3

come in, and Sheryl Grieve looks like she has arrived.  I4

just wanted to make sure that you note that she's here5

now.  And the other question I've got is that your6

presentation is -- there's nothing -- everything that7

you're presenting now is previously part of the record?8

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   It is.9

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Thank you.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Bruce, and11

proceed.  And welcome, Ms. Grieve.12

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Thank you.  My13

apologies.14

15

PRESENTATION BY INAC-CARD:16

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Thank you, Mr.17

Chairman.  Just to go over again, our objectives in18

remediating this site and a lot of them were highlighted19

by our -- our director, Bill Mitchell.  Our goal here --20

this is a remediation project.  We're trying to improve21

conditions at this site so our main objective is to -- to22

minimize the environmental concerns associated with the23

TCA, or the Tailings Containment Area, and the waste24

rock, and the hydrocarbon contaminated material that's on25
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site.1

We want to develop solutions for the site2

that are technically sound and reduce the requirement for3

long term maintenance of this site.  We do acknowledge4

that in any kind of remediation project, there will be5

short term impacts.  We will be moving contaminated6

material, we will be discharging water into the7

environment, but our goal is also to minimize those8

impacts as much as possible.9

We -- we also need to reduce the Crown's10

environmental liabilities.  And then, as well, as Indian11

and  Northern Affairs, we do want to wherever possible12

provide training and employment opportunities for13

Northerners and Aboriginals, and, finally, to increase14

the public confidence in our ability to manage this site15

and reduce the risks currently present there.16

Overview of my presentation.  I will just17

take you briefly through the site location and its18

history, our remedial approach that CARD has taken since19

we took over the management of this site, briefly touch20

on our consultation process, and then get into the site21

characterization, our proposed remediation activities22

moving forward, and our proposed schedule moving forward23

from here.24

So Tundra is located approximately 24025
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kilometres northeast of Yellowknife.  It is located above1

the tree line in the barren lands.  It is just north of2

MacKay Lake and approximately 20 kilometres off the3

winter road that services that area for the Diamond4

Mines, Diavik and Ekati.5

Just looking at some area features in an6

air photo a little closer.  You can see the Tundra Mine7

is down at the bottom.  The tailings containment area is8

fairly visible with the dams around it.  The mine is9

connected by road to an airstrip located approximately 510

kilometres to the north.  This airstrip is also connected11

to a form -- another former underground gold mine,12

Salmita, which is located further north along Matthews13

Lake.  And then as well there is a lodge that is operated14

in the area by a third party for hunting and fishing, and15

it is located further north as well along Matthews Lake16

and is also connected by road to the same airstrip.17

Briefly going through the history of18

Tundra.  It was first staked in 1945.  It underwent a19

period of name changes and exploration to that time until20

Tundra Gold Mines started an actual mining operation at21

the site in 1964.22

This photo you can see the main23

configuration when it was an operating site.  There were24

approximately forty (40) buildings on site.  You can see25
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in the foreground some bulk fuel storage tanks that were1

located right down on Bulldog Lake here.  You can see the2

main shaft in the centre.  In the background is Russell3

Lake.  This is what is now the tailings containment area4

where they deposited the tailings.5

Production shut down at the site in 1968. 6

There was a period of inactivity.  It was purchased by7

Giant Mines in 1974 who also owned the Salmita property8

further north.9

In the '80s they were mining more ore at10

Salmita.  There were no processing facilities there, so11

they transported the ore down to Tundra where it was12

processed and deposited again into the tailings13

containment area there.  So in the '80s there was no14

underground mining occurring, but there were still15

tailings being deposited.  16

That operation shut down in 1986, and17

there have been no mining operations at the site since18

that time.  It was purchased by Royal Oaks in 1992 and19

when they went bankrupt in 1999 the Crown took over the20

site.  21

So looking at -- since the Crown is taking22

over the site and our remedial approach, we did put in a23

care and maintenance program immediately after taking24

over the site.  We've done dam inspections since 2000 and25
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every years since.  In 2001 and 2004, dams -- there were1

emergency dam repairs undertaken at the site, as there2

was evidence that contaminants out -- were leaving the3

TCA and impacting the downstream environment.  4

In 2000 and -- approximately 2002/2003, we5

began a pretty extensive site assessment to characterize6

the tailings, characterize the waste rock, as well a7

hydrocarbon contaminated material.  A monitoring program8

was also began in this period, with regular samples being9

taken by INAC Water Resources Division, starting in 200310

to monitor the water quality at the site and further11

downstream.  And that monitoring program continues today. 12

We have done the remediation in a phased13

approach.  Phase 1 started with permits being issued in14

2005.  It was supposed to go ahead in 2006 was -- but was15

delayed due to problems with the winter road, so the16

actual remediation took place in 2007.  Phase 2, which we17

area all addressing here, the remedial action plan was18

developed in 2008.  19

This year, again as our Director20

mentioned, we did do an emergency treatment and discharge21

of approximately 180,000 cubic metres of tailings water. 22

This was done due -- as an emergency measure because the23

water levels in the TCA were -- were significantly --24

becoming significantly high. 25
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We are now here today in the permits and1

tendering phase for the Phase 2 remediation.  The2

tentative schedule is -- believed that Phase 23

remediation will take approximately four (4) to five (5)4

years to complete, and that would be a Phase 2 completion5

date of around 2015/2016 when then a long-term monitoring6

program would begin.  7

So again, just to highlight what was8

completed in Phase 1, this involved the building and tank9

demolition.  It involved removal of all hazardous10

material at the site.  A non-hazardous landfill was11

constructed and all non-hazardous material was place on -12

- in that facility.  As well, all the mine openings were13

capped and sealed.  14

So those are the work elements that have15

been completed at the site.  Remaining work elements for16

Phase 2 include addressing the waste streams, the17

potentially acid generating, or PAG, waste rock, the18

arsenic rich tailings, the arsenic impacted tailings19

water, and the petroleum hydrocarbon contaminated soil20

and waste rock.  21

Just to show you a little bit what Tundra22

looks like today in these two (2) photos.  Again you can23

this is where in that historical photo the buildings were24

formally located.  They have now been removed.  You can25
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see waste rock in the area of the former mill area that1

was used for foundations.  Our landfill constructed in2

Phase 1 is over here on the left.  There is a existing3

camp still on site that was brought up during the Phase4

1, as well.  And then the photo on the right shows the5

tailings containment are, which is divided into the Upper6

Pond and the Lower Pond.  7

We have done a fairly extensive8

consultation process.  It began before the Phase 19

remediation in 2005.  It is -- Tundra is in an overlap10

area of the Mowhi land claim area of the Tlicho First11

Nation, as well as within the Treaty 8 claim area of the12

Akaitcho Dene First Nation.  Tundra is also within the13

traditional lands identified by the North Slave Metis.14

Consultations over the past two (2) years15

have focussed on the Phase 2 remediation elements.  We16

have conducted site tours in the summer of 2008 and this17

past summer in August 2009.  We've had community meetings18

directly addressing Phase 2 that have inclu -- that were19

conducted in August of 2008 and, again of this year, in20

March 2009 and April of 2009.21

Some of the specific elements that have22

been included in our consultations, the Yellowknife Dene23

requested a peer review of our remedial action plan for24

Tundra.  So the RAP was submitted to a third party,25
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Arktis, who reviewed the document and provided comments1

which INAC-CARD responded to.  The Tlicho First Nation,2

we have been working with the Elders over concerns around3

caribou accessing the tailings area.  Tundra is on a4

migration pathway for caribou of the Bathurst herd, so5

the Elders had a number of concerns about caribou health. 6

We had the Elders up on site this year, we've been7

working with them on monitoring the TCA and in a var --8

variety of deterrent methods to keep caribou out of the9

area and we continue to work with them on this concern.10

The North Slave Metis have identified11

concerns about a lack of information specifically12

targeted to Metis heritage and -- heritage, potential13

historic, cultural and traditional values that focus on14

the Metis in that area and we have committed to them to15

provide funds to provide -- to do a study to address16

these specific areas.17

Looking at the characterization of the18

site today, the waste rock onsite is distinguished by a19

generally grey colouring.  If you remember in that photo20

it -- it is primarily located in the mill site where it21

is very visible.  It was also used in the dams in certain22

areas for construction and isolated locations in the23

roads around site.  It is estimated that there is 55 to24

60,000 cubic metres of waste rock that needs to be25
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addressed.1

The arsenic concentrations range from2

approximately 200 to 10,000 ppm.  This is consistent with3

other gold mines and other metals are also present in4

waste rock at the elevated concentrations.  5

Currently the waste rock onsite is non-6

acid generating, however, there are signs of oxidation7

and it is considered that the majority of the material is8

potentially acid-generating, so, in the future it could9

become acidic which would lead to increased mobility of10

metals into the environment.11

Arsenic is the primary contaminant of12

concern because it will -- it has a greater rate of13

release under neutral conditions so it does not14

necessarily require acid generation to become mobile.15

Petroleum hydrocarbon contaminated soil16

and waste rock onsite, there is evidence of spills and17

leaks, particularly associated with bulk fuel storage and18

distribution.  So this is primarily located where the19

bulk fuel storage was along Bulldog Lake.  It's20

approximately 12,000 cubic metres of material and it is21

dominated by the F1 and F2 fractions.22

Looking at the tailings containment area,23

as I mentioned, tailings were deposited into Russell24

Lake, which is now known as the Lower pond.  This was25
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both during ore processing when Tundra operated in 19641

to '68, as well as when Salmita mine was operating in the2

'80s.  It is believed dam construction began in 1984,3

however, the documentation on the construction details is4

very poor, so not a lot of detail on this is known. 5

INAC inspections of the dam began in 20006

and, again, with repairs in 2001 and 2004.  The new dam7

was constructed in 1987 and this is the dam that is8

located between the Upper and the Lower Pond of the TCA.9

It was constructed with the purpose of10

submerging the tailings in the southern portion and it11

created the Upper Pond.12

So if we look at a schematic, you can see13

that Lower Pond is the larger of the two (2) ponds, with14

the majority of tailings and tailings water located here.15

It has the north dam, the east lower dam16

and again the new dam.  Upper Pond is the smaller of the17

two (2) ponds and with the road dam to the northwest and18

the east upper dam down to the south.19

The tailings -- it is estimated volume of20

the tailings is 240,000 approximately cubic metres. 21

Similar to the waste rock, the tailings is currently not22

acid generating.  However, the potential in the future is23

considered likely.  It has significantly elevated24

concentrations of arsenic both in the tailings and in the25
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tailings porewater. And again, arsenic is the primary1

contaminant of concern due to its release under neutral2

conditions.  3

Over the past few years while we have been4

monitoring closely the tailings -- both tailings ponds, a5

significant increase in the water level has been observed6

over the past four (4) to five (5) years.  In particular,7

in this year in 2009, the -- in February the water level8

was the highest level it had ever been at approximately9

8.2 metre elevation.10

The discharge elevation is approximately11

8.47 metres.  So this is the height at when the water12

level would begin to discharge through the culverts and13

you'd have an uncontrolled discharge into the14

environment.15

So as you can see, this year there's16

inputs from freshet.  This is when the snow melt occurs17

and the water levels increase in the tailings area.  This18

year we had the highest water level ever recorded at19

approximately 8.4 metres.  However, you can see that our20

authorization to treat and discharge water was very21

successful in reducing the water level.  It has come22

right down to the lowest level it has been in the past23

five (5) years to just below 7.9 metres. 24

Water quality at the site.  There has been25
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occasional sampling done by both INAC inspectors and1

Water Resources staff since 1990.  A more regular2

seasonal program has been conducted since 2003.  In3

addition, a water surveillance network program as part of4

our Type B water licence for the Phase 1 remediation has5

also been conducted since 2006, I believe.6

This slide shows our sampling locations. 7

Primarily we are sampling around the tailings containment8

area, both within the ponds and seepage coming out of the9

ponds as well is monitored.  We are monitoring the two10

(2) main drainage pathways away from the TCA; one goes11

southward into Bulldog Lake and Matthews Lake before12

heading north to Courageous Lake.13

The second pathway moves from the TCA into14

Hambone Lake and Trans Saddle Lake through Powder Mag15

Lake, Sandy Lake, Whale Tail and, again, ending in16

Courageous Lake. So we are monitoring both groundwater17

and surface water quality.  And as well, there is a18

control lake that is monitored as well.19

The water quality in the TCA.  So within20

the Lower and Upper Ponds, arsenic being primary21

contaminated concern, the concentrations are above22

guideline values.  They range from 1.1 milligrams per23

litre arsenic to 2.4 milligrams per litre arsenic.24

Other parameters besides arsenic are25
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generally less than guideline values.  Some exceptions1

are copper, which is slightly elevated with respect to2

CCME.  It is noted that cyanide, which was used in the3

milling process, is -- is monitored seasonally, and free4

cyanide is below guideline values at the site.  5

Looking at the total arsenic levels, again6

in the ponds, you can see that total arsenic, again, is7

around 1. -- average 1.6 micrograms -- sorry, milligrams8

per litre, or 1,500 micrograms per litre.   This is well9

above a CCME guideline of 5 micrograms per litre, and10

also well above an MMER guideline of 500 micrograms per11

litre.  12

In particular, what has been of concern is13

seepage out of the tailings containment area.  We have14

been monitoring this at various locations.  You can see15

they're marked by Seeps.  So Seep 1 is monitoring out of16

the Upper Pond, Seep 3 and 4 monitor Seeps from the Lower17

Pond to Hambone Lake, with other locations, as well,18

around the TCA. 19

If we look at the total arsenic20

concentration in the seepage locations, you can see that21

Seep 3 and 4, which were going into Hambone Lake, in the22

past these have been well above MMER limits.  Since --23

these have come down a little bit since we've done dam24

repairs; the last ones, major ones being in 2004. 25
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However, some of the seeps do continue to be above MMER1

limits, and they are well above CCME.  2

So the point is, Hambone Lake, in3

particular, is currently receiving inputs that are in --4

in some cases above MMER quality. 5

Looking at arsenic levels in the6

downstream lakes, again, you can see Hambone Lake has7

been significantly impacted, its arsenic levels are above8

CCME.  9

Looking at further downstream, Powder Mag10

Lake also has levels above CCME.  However, all the lakes11

further downstream, starting with Sandy Lake are below12

CCME levels for arsenic.  And in particular, the Whale13

Tail and Courageous are at levels similar to our control14

lake, so the health of these lakes is very good. 15

In 2005 a Risk Assessment was completed16

for the site to evaluate potential risks to wildlife,17

humans, and potential aquatic exempt -- aquatic receptors18

based on pre-remediation conditions at Tundra.  This Risk19

Assessment showed there was a potential health risk from20

arsenic exposure to a person who spends thirty (30) days21

a year at the Tundra site, or on Hambone Lake, from22

ingestion of soil, vegetation, and wildlife.  23

It is noted that this is a very24

conservative assumption.  It is not believed that people25
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would spend that amount of time at Tundra, but in order1

to err on the side of conserv -- conservity --2

conservatively, these were the conditions where this3

assessment was run.  4

It was determined a low risk of health5

effects from arsenic exposure to someone at any of the6

other downstream locations around the site. 7

For wildlife, the primary risk to wildlife8

from the Risk Assessment showed from exposure -- arsenic9

exposure to direct ingestion of exposed tailings.  And10

the primary risk to shore birds and waterfowl was from11

arsenic exposure related to ingestion of invertebrates12

and contaminated sediment in the Lower Pond.  13

For aquatic life, there was a high14

evidence of risk to aquatic life within the TCA in the15

Lower Pond.  However, there are -- there is no fish in16

the TCA, but if it -- if they were present there's a17

moderate amount of evidence for risk to aquatic life in18

downstream lakes, and in particular, Hambone Lake.  19

Looking at our proposed remedial approach,20

we will treat and discharge the arsenic contaminate -- or21

arsenic impacted tailings water.  Our treatment method22

will be iron co-precipitation, which is a widely employed23

technology for arsenic removal at mine sites across24

Canada.  We are proposing to treat the water and25
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discharge to Hambone Lake.  Our compliance point will be1

the end of pipe.  2

It is noted in the Application we did3

request the outlet of Hambone.  However, after further4

consideration, we do accept that a more appropriate5

compliance point may be the end of pipe.  6

In selection - in selecting our criteria7

for tailings discharge, we look at a number of factors. 8

A Human health and ecological risk assessment was9

completed in 2008.  This looked at various discharge10

scenarios and the potential risks of each discharge11

scenario to the downstream environment.  We looked at a12

range of effluent concentrations, as well as various13

discharge periods from one (1) to four (4) years.  14

We incorporated the input of current input15

of seepage that is already occurring out of the TCA into16

the downstream environment.  And, as well, we assessed17

the effects of long-term arsenic loadings in the post-18

remediation phase.  We looked at the analysis of19

performance data of plants using this best available20

technology and looked at what was realistic for a plant21

operating at Tundra to achieve in terms of discharge --22

in terms of effluent discharge.  We also looked at -- for23

the recommendations of experts in the area of water24

treatment.  25
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Our HHERA concluded that in terms of1

Hambone Lake there are several species that are2

potentially at risk due to existing baseline conditions3

in the lake.  4

So because Hambone Lake has already been5

negatively impacted by the mining activities, none of the6

treated effluent discharge alternatives would have a7

greater effect -- negative -- substantive greater8

negative effect on current conditions in that lake.  9

For Powder Mag and Sandy Lake, none of the10

treated effluent discharge scenarios with arsenic levels11

of 0.2 ppm or less over a two (2) year discharge were12

predicted to pose risks to aquatic species in those13

lakes.  Phytoplankton might be affected temporarily in14

Powder Mag, however the overall risk was low because15

arsenic levels will recover and it is considered that16

only very sensitive phytoplankton species would be17

affected.  18

So this is just showing the summary of19

risks that we -- that we modelled for a two (2) year20

discharge.  And the effluent quality is shown over on the21

left.  In particular, we are highlighting the differences22

between point two (.2) and point five (.5) today.  23

Neither effluent quality would have a24

potential adverse effect on Whale Tail Lag -- Lake.  For25
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Sandy, there are no potential effects at point two (.2),1

there are potential effects for phytoplankton at point2

five (.5).  3

Similarly, in Powder Mag, there are4

potential adverse to phytoplankton and ducks at point two5

(.2), potential adverse effects to phytoplankton, fish,6

and ducks at point five (.5).  And again, in Hambone, in7

both scenarios because this lake's baseline conditions8

are already quite affected there would potential adverse9

effects at both discharge scenarios.  10

This graph really emphasizes how -- and11

this is specifically looking at Sandy Lake and the12

predicted arsenic levels in that lake.  First at a 0.213

ppm discharge, you can see the pattern is that during the14

discharge the arsenic levels -- so when we are15

discharging tailings water into Hambone the arsenic16

levels in this lake will go up to approximately where17

modelling the arsenic levels would be, around 1518

micrograms per litre maximum.  19

This is with the two (2) discharge, so20

it's this red line, however, they will come down in the21

long term.  So there is this short-term risk created22

during our discharge and then the lake recovers to below23

CCME levels in the long term.24

Looking at a .5 ppm discharge, the same25
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pattern is observed.  Again, I would point out that the1

Y-scale on this graph is -- is slightly larger here. 2

However, again, just looking at our two (2) year3

discharge, again, the arsenic levels at a 0.5 ppm4

discharge will -- will create slightly lar -- higher5

levels of arsenic in Sandy Lake to approximately 356

micrograms per litre.  However, the pattern is the same,7

this short-term risk, and then it comes down again to8

below CCME conditions.9

Looking at the best available technology10

for arsenic removal, we asked our consultants to analyze11

the data from full-scale plants operating at mines across12

Canada, and I would note that these are -- are larger13

treatment plants that are operating for longer periods of14

time.  The results on these plants indicate that using15

BAT technology, using iron co-precipitation the plants16

can meet a specification of 0.2 ppm on an annual basis17

because these plants are -- are operating on a much18

longer time frame.19

However, on a monthly basis this has not20

been observed, meeting this target has not been observed. 21

So, again, we would emphasize that at Tundra we will be22

using BAT technology, however, we will have a much23

shorter operational period.  We will only be able to run24

the plant from June through August and during this period25
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is when we will have -- because usually these plants need1

time to stabilize and balance, the most challenging2

operating period is when you first start up your plant. 3

So that in itself creates a very, very challenging4

operating condition.5

As well, we will be in a remote northern6

location.  We will not have support facilities. 7

Everything will have to be transported either up a winter8

road or by air.  So, again, creating a lot -- many9

operational challenges for the plant at Tundra.10

This just highlights our results from this11

year in 2009.  Again, we had ideal operating conditions12

this summer because we were -- there was no other13

remediation activities going on, however, we were able14

to, in general, achieve arsenic concentrations at end of15

pipe that were below point two (.2).  Our most16

challenging period was early on, as expected, where we17

did have as high as almost .45 ppm observed in the end-18

of-pipe concentrations.19

So this year we had a discharge criteria20

of point five (.5) and we were able to stay within that. 21

However, if we had had a point two (.2), we would have22

been above that in a number of cases.23

As we moved through the summer, the plant24

operated better -- better and better and we were25
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regularly below .2 ppm arsenic in our discharge -- in our1

effluent discharge.2

So just to summarize our proposed3

discharge criteria, again, we acknowledge that there are4

short-term risks present, however, again, anticipated5

that the downstream lakes will recover in the long term. 6

We will design our water treatment contract to motivate7

the contractor to achieve the 0.2 ppm effluent discharge8

criteria, however, we are proposing for our water licence9

that we be issued a point five (.5) monthly average10

arsenic concentration which we will not discharge above11

with a maximum grab sample of 1 milligram per litre12

arsenic.13

We -- we think that this criteria is the14

best approach to remediating this site and achieving15

long-term reduction of risks and this is based on16

available data on what water-treatment plants can17

achieve, and it's also based on the fact that if we have18

a discharge criteria that is lower than point five (.5),19

we think that this project might be -- face significant20

risks and significant problems.  One of them being, a21

contractor may not bid on a contract with a very22

restrictive or unachievable discharge criteria because23

there would be potential legal consequences in that24

scenario if they were in violation of a water licence.25
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Looking at other potential impacts1

downstream.  Our proposed discharge rate is 300 cubic2

metres per hour.  We will be discharging approximately3

1.2 million -- cubic million metres of water over a two4

(2) year discharge period.5

DFO has expressed concerns about potential6

erosion and sediment transport issues downstream.  In7

response, we conducted a study this summer.  It was8

conducted by Golder Associates to look at the channel9

stability downstream.  This report concluded that erosion10

and sediment transport are not expected to be elevated11

above natural ranges downstream with a discharge of rate12

of up to 450 cubic metres per hour.  This is providing13

that the discharge does not occur during peak freshet and14

that there's no ice blocking the discharge route.15

In general, the channels are fairly well16

vegetated and armoured against erosion, so, it is17

concluded that overall the downstream environment will be18

able to deal with increased flow rates.19

In particular, looking at the Sandy Lake20

stream crossing.  So, this is located upstream of Sandy21

Lake.  It is on the road from the airstrip to the site. 22

This is considered the main area of concern in terms of23

potential erosion issues.  Currently there are two (2) --24

currently there are two (2) beams located across the25
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stream crossing.  During Phase 2 these will need to be1

replaced by a clear span bridge.  2

If we look at the water level variation3

that was monitored this summer in Hambone Lake, I must4

point out this says inlet, this was actually monitored at5

the outlet of Hambone Lake.6

Our discharge rate this summer when we7

were doing the emergency treatment was 150 cubic metres8

per hour.  So it was approximately half of what it will9

be during Phase 2.10

You can see the water level is at its11

highest during freshet in June.  It comes down and then12

this summer you can see it increased again when we13

started discharging water into Hambone or just above14

Hambone.  And then the increase did level off a little as15

we moved through the summer.16

Looking at that road crossing of Sandy17

Lake, upstream of Sandy Lake where I was showing you the18

photo, again, you can see an increase at -- during19

freshet the water level decreased as we went through July20

and seemed to level off.21

Now if we had not begun discharging in22

late July, this level probably would have continued to go23

down.  However, is considered that when we -- when we24

started discharging, we just caused this water level to25
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basically level off at the Sandy Lake crossing.1

In terms of the tailings, as our director2

Bill Mitchell emphasized, our remedial options for this3

were peer reviewed by many experts in this area.4

And the final design was to consolidate5

the tailings in the Lower Pond.  This will involve6

relocating the tailings in the Upper Ponds, as well as7

any tailings at elevations higher than 438 metres in the8

Lower Pond.9

It will be a load, haul and dump operation10

and will include the sub-excavation to ensure that we11

remove all the contaminated or we relocate all the12

contaminated material.13

This will be the final configuration of14

the -- of the material.  It'll be both tailings and PAG15

waste rock and then you can see we'll also construct a --16

a discharge channel that will direct any surface water17

away from the final configuration of tailings towards18

Hambone Lake.19

In terms of the waste rock, we will need20

to sort it into PAG, non-PAG, PHC and non-PHC material. 21

So all the waste rock will be -- will be sorted.  22

Anything that is potentially acid23

generating waste rock will be co-disposed with the24

tailings in the Lower Pond with the goal of reducing25
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contact with oxygen and surface water.  Non-PAG material1

will be available for use as borrow if required.  2

For the hydrocarbon contaminated soil and3

waste rock, a land treatment area will be established. 4

Any oversized material greater than 20 millimetres will5

be cleaned.  Undersized material will be treated to below6

our proposed criteria.7

Erosion sediment and control measures will8

be implemented and the final location and design of this9

facility will be decided by the contractor.  However, it10

will require our approval and the approval of regulators11

before it goes ahead.12

Disposal:  Our criteria for hydrocarbon13

contaminated material, we use the 2008 CCME Canada-wide14

Standards.  We selected the Residential Parkland Land Use15

Guide which apply equally to both the surface and depth16

soils.17

The PHC contamination at the site is18

associated primarily with the waste rock.  Consequently19

it does not support significant biological activity and,20

therefore, based on -- on this basis, we excluded the21

ecological soil contact pathway in this instant.  So22

management limits are considered to apply both at surface23

and depth.  24

And this slide just shows our criteria25
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both -- so anything -- any material that is less than 301

metres from a water body will be cleaned up to these2

levels, and anything that is greater than 30 metres from3

a water body will be cleaned up to this criteria.  4

Once all the tailings have been relocated5

as well as the waste rock, we will place a cover over the6

material to limit the interaction between contaminated7

material and surrounding environment.  This cover will be8

composed of a geo-synthetic liner as well as granular9

fill overlay.  The cover will reduce the upward diffusion10

of arsenic rich porewater in the tailings, and it will11

also reduce the infiltration of surface water and air12

into the tailings.  In the long term this cover will13

substantially reduce the loadings of arsenic into the14

environment.15

And finally, once the cover is placed, a16

discharge channel will be constructed between Russell17

Lake, or what is now known as the TCA, into Hambone Lake18

to facilitate surface drainage away from the cover.19

This slide is a little difficult to see20

but again, it's just showing the final location of the21

tailings on site and, as well, a cross section of the22

cover.  So on the bottom will be any tailings that were23

already located in Lower Pond with relocated tailings24

placed on top and then the cover on the final -- on the25
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top layer.1

Once we have completed all elements of our2

remediation, we will be doing a monitoring program.  This3

will actually be both during the remediation and in the4

closure period.5

Our monitoring program will comprise6

water, sediment, benthos, and fish samples, which will be7

collected from all the receiving lakes.  We anticipate8

the sampling campaigns to occur during the closure9

period, with more frequent sampling events occurring10

during the treatment and discharge of tailings water. 11

Other elements of our monitoring program: 12

We will have a confirmatory sampling program during13

remediation.  In terms of the downstream and monitoring14

potential erosion and sediment, we will have a continuous15

water level monitoring program along the flow path, and16

will also be monitoring total suspended solid testing17

during the tailings discharge to, again, monitor for18

potential sediment and erosion issues.  19

In the closure period we will have geo-20

technical inspections of the cover and, as well, an21

inspection of the discharge channel from the Lower Pond22

to Hambone.  23

Ancillary activities to the main24

remediation elements:  We will have to mobilize and de-25
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mobilize to site by winter road, as well as aircraft. 1

There are roads and the airstrip which will require2

regular maintenance, and the airstrip will also need to3

be shared with third parties in the area.   4

The access bridges:  So any stream5

crossings that are used will require a clear span bridge. 6

Right now, we are only proposing to use the stream7

crossing upstream of Sandy Lake, which will have a clear8

span bridge built.  This will be constructed in9

compliance with DFO Operational Statements.  10

This slide just highlights some of those11

activities.  In particular -- in particular, you can see12

the stream crossing located at Sandy Lake where the clear13

span bridge will be located.  Here are roads.  Here, this14

is the main road from the airstrip to the site, which15

will require regular maintenance.  There will also have16

to be turnouts, these are showed in green, if you can see17

it, that will have to be constructed in compliance with18

Mine Inspector's requirements.  19

Along the airstrip, where a lot of our20

borrow material is located, in particular, we are going21

to take care -- DFO did construct some habitat22

restoration in along Sandy Lake, in these that is23

highlighted in blue here.  So, although our borrow areas,24

in some cases, are very close, we will have to ensure25
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that DFO, if we become within potential impacts to those1

areas, DFO will have to be consulted.  There's also2

borrow located just northwest of the tailings that we can3

potentially use, as well. 4

We will have to operate a camp at the site5

during Phase 2 in accordance with requirements of6

Authority Having Jurisdiction.  In terms of waste7

handling, we will have a package sewage treatment system8

on site, and any hazardous waste will be generated, will9

be disposed offsite. 10

Fuel storage will be required onsite, and11

we will have a spill contingency and emergency response12

plan in place before the work begins.  And in terms of13

the borrow materials, we will obtain a quarry permit14

before any borrowing activities occur onsite.  15

Looking forward, our proposed schedule, if16

we are successful in obtaining our regulatory permits17

this could potentially be in February 2010.  This would18

allow us to award the contract for the Phase 219

remediation in May 2010.  It is possible that we can20

start the water treatment that following summer, with the21

main mobilization of equipment up the -- up the winter22

road in March 2011.  23

We are anticipating that water treatment24

could be finished in June to September of 2011.  As well,25
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during this period we would start to sort the hydrocarbon1

impacted materials and treating that, as well as sorting2

the PAG waste rock.  3

In 2012 through 2014 is when we would4

begin consolidating the tailings and consolidating the5

PAG waste rock into the TCA and placing the cover.  6

We are anticipating right now that a dem -7

that the contractor could demobilize from site in March8

2015 and then we would start our long-term monitoring9

program.  The overall schedule will be sub -- subject to10

contractor availability and their schedule, but this is11

our anticipated schedule, at this time.  12

I'd just like to conclude by saying again13

the overall goal of this project is to reduce the long-14

term risk to the human health and the environment, and we15

would ask that you keep that in mind when considering. 16

We believe that the approach that we've outlined,17

including a 0.5 ppm discharge criteria for our Water18

Licence, we believe this proposed approach is the best19

way to achieve this overall long-term goal.  Thank you,20

Chairman.  21

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Well done.  Thank you22

for a very informative presentation and I should note23

that all the Board members did do a site visit of Tundra24

and it put a lot of the volumes of material that we've25
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had to read into perspective.  And we appreciate the INAC1

hospitality when we were there.  2

And also, before we have a break for3

coffee, Mr. Willis, I thought perhaps you could explain4

to the NSMA representative, Ms. Grieve, what decisions we5

made up to this point.  Thanks.6

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   You haven't made a7

decision yet?  Yeah.  What --8

THE CHAIRPERSON:   That's why I said:  Up9

to this point.10

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   -- what is happening11

up to now is that the late material that was submitted12

last night was provided to the Intervenors.  They have13

not objected to it going in at this late date,14

notwithstanding it's not in compliance with the rules. 15

And the Board at their break will determine whether or16

not they will let this material go in as part of the17

record.  18

Now that being the case, you weren't here19

to -- to make any further submissions, so this is your20

opportunity.  21

THE CHAIRPERSON:   And that will be22

through the Chair, please.23

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Cheryl speaking from24

NSMA.  Can I clarify, you're asking me to comment on the25
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addition of those emails to the public record?  Is -- is1

that the issue that you wish me to comment on?2

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   The -- I guess you3

don't need to snatch defeat out of the jaws of victory. 4

The -- the -- nobody's opposed to it going in.  Is there5

anything further you have to add before the Board makes a6

determination?  7

In other words -- Bruce Willis here -- you8

don't need to add anything further, if you so chose.9

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   I -- I would just10

like to thank the Board for taking consideration for the11

extreme lack of capacity that NSMA has.  And in12

particular, I might note to you that I am the only staff13

member there with any familiarity with this project. 14

Thank you.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you for that. 16

And that -- that has been recognized and understood by17

the Board members.  18

Okay.  Let's have a quick ten (10) minute19

break then, and then we'll get into the questions.  And20

there will be the registered Intervenors will start it21

off.  And if we could be back here no later than 10:40 it22

would be appreciated.  Thank you.23

24

--- Upon recessing at 10:26 a.m.25
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--- Upon resuming at 10:45 a.m.1

2

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you for3

being quick there and taking your chairs.  And now that4

CARD has completed their presentation, the order of5

questions will be -- start off with the registered6

Intervenors.7

8

(BRIEF PAUSE) 9

10

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   So, Mr. Chair, it's11

Bruce Willis speaking.  Did you want to go with the12

DFO/Environment Canada first, followed by the North --13

the --14

THE CHAIRPERSON:   On the -- on the15

agenda, sorry, we have, I believe it was -- I guess we16

don't have it, but let's start with the North Slave Metis17

Alliance.18

19

(BRIEF PAUSE) 20

21

QUESTION PERIOD:22

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Sheryl Grieve, for23

the North Slave Metis Alliance.  And I will apologize24

right off the bat that my -- my questions are, by25
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necessity, focussed to the consultation aspect of our1

intervention, just due to lack of time.2

But I do note that CARD claims to have3

consulted adequately with the NSMA and the -- they have4

provided a list of activities that NSMA participated in. 5

But I would like to have more details added to the public6

registry.  7

So I'd like to ask if CARD could tell all8

of us, for each year, the past five (5) years, or the9

years that I would have records for, but can they tell us10

how many participants from the NSMA were involved in each11

site visit or consultation meeting?12

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Back over to CARD.13

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, INAC-14

CARD.  We do have that information, however, I have not15

brought it with me.  We have minutes of the -- of each of16

the minutes with the attendees present.  I know off-hand17

that -- I know for sure there was at least minimum one18

(1) at each meeting, but I don't have the exact numbers19

of North Slave that attended but I can provide that at a20

later time.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you. 22

Bruce, would that be an undertaking?23

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   That would be -- I --24

I'm going to list it as Undertaking number 1.  And my25
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only question is, Mr. Chair, you're going to be taking1

the lunch hour break at -- between, what, 12:00 and...2

So, is it possible to get it this3

afternoon?  Is that going to be rather onerous?4

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   No, that's fine.5

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Okay.  And so that6

undertaking will be filed, distributed.  So can you made7

an -- adequate copies because it -- probably about8

fifteen (15).9

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Sure.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, Undertaking11

Number 1 then.  12

13

--- UNDERTAKING NO. 1: CARD to provide numbers of14

participants from NSMA15

involved in each site visit16

or consultation meeting over17

the past five (5) years18

19

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Continue then, Ms.20

Grieve.21

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:    Sheryl speaking. 22

With regard to, you know, following on from my previous23

question, for each meeting and for each site visit, I24

would like to know what preparatory materials and25
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information were provided to the North Slave Metis1

community and how far in advance of each site visit or2

meeting.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Over to you, Jane.4

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD.5

Mr. Chairman, generally at these meetings6

we make a presentation and then -- about the site and our7

proposed goals and then it's kind of opened up to the8

floor to questions and concerns.  We don't necessarily9

provide specific meeting materials.  However, if any of10

the reports or associated material are requested, we11

certainly provide that.12

So the overall process is to do a site13

tour, have a community meeting, make a presentation and14

then provide any information that is requested by the15

various groups.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you.  Ms.17

Grieves...?18

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Sheryl speaking.  My19

next question is for each year, 2005, '06,'07, '08, and20

'09, can you tell me whether there was any support21

provided to the North Slave Metis Alliance, to assist22

them in putting the information into plain language and23

then disseminating the information regarding the Tundra24

site to the community?25
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MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD.1

So do you mean specific funds that were2

provided for translation?3

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Sheryl speaking.  I'm4

not referring to translation, but to interpretation.  And5

also I would like to know the specific amount of the6

support that was supplied to the North Slave Metis7

Alliance to ensure that their community members were able8

to understand the information.9

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Our -- our process is10

-- is each year we -- we meet with the North Slave and11

talk about their requirements for moving forward.12

So for example, this year we have met with13

Sheryl Grieve of the North Slave to talk about what are14

the North Slave requirements and what support they need15

from INAC to -- to meet those goals.  And then North16

Slave submit a proposal and INAC can provide a17

contribution agreement to provide funds to allow North18

Slave to conduct various consultations which could19

include communicating with their -- with their members.20

So I cannot provide the exact amounts of21

the contribution agreements that we've had with North22

Slave in the past.  I know they do exist and they have23

existed.  And we do rely on North Slave to -- to provide24

those proposals and to -- and to let us know what their25
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requirements are.1

We can't tell them what it should be.  But2

as for exact dollar amounts, I do not have that3

information.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you.  Ms.5

Grieve...?6

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   I don't know -- I'm7

quite sure actually that it's not appropriate for me to8

add information at this point.  But I do have information9

to answer that question and I'm wondering if there is a10

way to bring that information in front of the Board.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Mr. Willis...?12

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Bruce Willis speaking.13

Sheryl, it was most unfortunate that you14

weren't at the pre-hearing conference on the 16th because15

we would have procedurally gone out and you would have16

filed that information in -- in the appropriate time.  17

I think it's rather late to start bringing18

in evidence.  I think the record shows that there's been19

some funding as part of the consultation, and I think20

that's perhaps all that the Board needs to know at this21

point.22

I -- I just don't know, at this late date23

-- the only thing I can do is perhaps at a break, you can24

discuss with INAC and if -- if you come to an agreement,25
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it can be put in as a record as an agreed statement of1

facts.2

But I think it's late now to be trying to3

bring in new evidence.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thanks.  Is that5

satisfactory if you'd have a discussion with INAC,6

Sheryl?7

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Yes, I can try to8

discuss that with INAC.  I do have another question.  My9

question is about each site visit and each community10

consultation meeting for the past five (5) years.  I11

would like to know what support was provided by INAC to12

enable the -- the few participants, which number will be13

provided under Undertaking 1, but what support is14

provided to enable those individuals to disseminate15

information to the community?  16

And you may notice that the main focus of17

my questioning is the adequacy of consultation and my big18

point about that is that individual participation in19

events does not equal community consultation.20

There has to be communication, a dialogue21

going on with a community, not just with individuals.  So22

I will repeat the question.23

For the past five (5) years for each site24

visit and each community consultation meeting, what25
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support was provided to the NSMA to enable its1

participants in those events to disseminate the2

information to the rest of the community?3

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  Jane...?4

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD. 5

I guess it has been the position at INAC6

that, as we were going through these consultation7

processes and members of the NSMA were attending, if the8

NSMA felt that they did not have the ability to9

disseminate that information, that they would have10

approached us.11

This is very new.  NSMA have been involved12

in the consultation process all the way through and this13

is the first time that we're really hearing from the NSMA14

kind of at  this late date that they haven't been able to15

communicate that to their members.16

Having said that, we did sit down with17

Sheryl Grieve of North Slave and recognized that she had18

concerns about getting the information to the community,19

and we've committed to doing a community meeting and20

another site tour to try to address those concerns.  And21

Sheryl will be submitting a proposal hopefully very soon22

that can try to address these areas.23

But I guess we're just -- you know, in the24

past and she's asking about the previous years, it's --25
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it just hasn't come to our attention that it was a1

problem disseminating the information to the community2

and it seems to have come at a late date that this has3

been communicated to INAC, but we are trying to address4

it in the future and we do acknowledge that the North5

Slave does feel that these concerns haven't been6

communicated to their community adequately enough.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you.  Ms.8

Grieve...?9

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   I have another10

question now.  Can you -- this is Sheryl speaking.  Have11

there been years that CARD receives a proposal from the12

NSMA but provides no funding?13

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Jane...? 14

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   INAC -- Jane15

Amphlett, INAC-CARD.   We can't answer that for INAC as a16

whole and to our knowledge, you know, that's just a bit17

beyond our scope of whether there's been any contribution18

agreements that have -- proposals that have been turned19

down.  So we can't answer that.20

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   To your knowledge,21

have there been years when NSMA does participate in site22

visits and consultation meetings when there has been no23

proposal based funding supplied by CARD?24

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Jane...?25
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MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, INAC-1

CARD.  Again, to my knowledge, I am not aware of that2

but, again, I cannot say that it's not possible.3

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   And I do believe this4

is my last question.  And I do know the answers to these5

questions, by the way.  What proportion of the funding --6

of the funding proposed by the NSMA is approved by CARD? 7

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Go ahead. 8

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:  Jane Amphlett, INAC-9

CARD.  Again, I don't have that information. 10

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Should we -- is it11

possible to get the information for Ms. Grieve? 12

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   That would be13

difficult to get today.  These are questions of -- that,14

you know, I can't just go back and -- I would have to15

consult with various other people in INAC.  It would be16

difficult. 17

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Okay.  Thank you.  Ms.18

Grieve, is that the end of your question?19

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Yeah, the -- Sheryl20

speaking.  Those are the questions I would like to have21

answers for.  And I do know that INAC has the answers. 22

There is an audit every year, and we have a -- we do23

submit a proposal every year, which INAC should have a24

copy of.  So, I know that the information does exist, and25
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I know the people who have it.  So, if the Board is1

interested in seeing it, it can be gotten.  Thank you2

very much. 3

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Bruce Willis, Mr.4

Chair.  I distinguish between a proposal that has nothing5

to do with the site or -- or consultation versus a6

proposal to assist in the consultation to do with the7

site remediation.  8

So -- but I think you're also getting way9

off into the fact a proposal has not been accepted, or10

has been accepted, I think is beyond the mandate of what11

this Hearing is all about. 12

THE CHAIRPERSON:    That is what I would13

suggest.  And perhaps if you could have a discussion with14

INAC in the break again, and see if there's any15

conclusion you can come to because, obviously, they're16

saying they can't get the information through an17

undertaking.  So we'll see if you can work it out and18

perhaps bring it back to us. 19

If that's all you have then, Sheryl, we20

will then continue on with the questions of CARD, and21

we'll go to Environment Canada, or DFO, if you're doing a22

joint questioning. 23

MS. AMY SPARKS:  Amy Sparks, Environment24

Canada.  My first question has to do with the best25
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achieve -- or the -- sorry, the BAT achievable levels. 1

The study presented showed that the range2

of annual average concentration of arsenic showed between3

0.025 and 0.18 milligrams per litre.  And it was stated4

in the presentation that it also showed that a monthly5

average concentration of 0.2 was not achievable.  The6

information provided doesn't show that number, so I was7

hoping for more information about that. 8

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, INAC-9

CARD.  10

Just to clarify, this is referring to a --11

a BAT achievable level table submitted as part of our --12

our response, the intervention, and it shows a range of13

annual average concentration of arsenic between .025 and14

0.18.  However, the monthly concentration is listed as15

0.4. 16

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment17

Canada.  To clarify, on the table it shows 95 -- 95th18

percentile of maximum monthly concentration of 0.4, not19

an average. 20

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, INAC-21

CARD.  I'll -- I'll ask Darryl Hockley from SRK to22

respond. 23

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Through the Chair,24

please? 25
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MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley, SRK.1

My understanding of that table is that it2

shows the 95th percentile of the monthly average3

concentrations, which is a little hard to understand, so4

let me explain what that table is all about.  5

Those -- that work was done in -- largely6

in Ontario, as -- as part of the development of the7

MMER's, the Metal Mining Effluent Regulations.8

That work was done in Ontario as -- as --9

in support of the development of the Metal Mining10

Effluent Regulations and it involved a survey of -- of11

water treatment plants at mines and gathering of the12

data, their performance data over -- over many years.  So13

when -- when we talk about a 95th percentile of a -- of a14

monthly average, we mean take -- taking all the monthly15

averages from a number of plants and saying what's the16

95th percentile that -- that that group of plants meets. 17

So that's what's meant there.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Continue, thanks.19

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment20

Canada.  Maybe I can just ask for a bit more21

clarification on that because it does say maximum monthly22

concentration and I think it comes back to a point of23

choosing a concentration for release, but maybe that24

information can be provided at a later date?25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Would that be1

Undertaking Number 2, Bruce?2

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Well, I just want to3

understand what you're asking INAC to produce.  The4

evidence he was giving is the background to the MMER5

which, under the Fisheries Act, is a Regulation for an6

active hard-rock production -- producing mine.  7

And I -- I think the -- the evidence -- so8

what is it you want?  You want to explain the table?  Can9

I just understand what it is you're looking for here?  Do10

you need the MMER arsenic concentration listed or what is11

it you're looking for, so they know what they're trying12

to get?13

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Back to Amy.14

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Sorry, this mic isn't15

working.  Amy Sparks, Environment Canada.  If we could16

see the full report instead of just the table it might17

clarify, because is does say maximum monthly18

concentration not average monthly concentration.  That's19

where we'd like to clarify the point.20

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Bruce -- Bruce Willis. 21

The -- the MMER, and there -- it was revised a few years22

ago, is quite thick and they have the maximum amount for23

all these different metals, including arsenic.  So is it24

the -- the background tables to the MMER you're looking25
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for or, I'm just not quite sure what you're trying to get1

at?2

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment3

Canada.  It's not for the MMER numbers, it's for the best4

-- the BAT -- sorry, the best available technology5

achievable levels.  There is a study and the table was6

provided as part of INAC's information.7

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Could you look to that8

table and then perhaps the -- INAC could look at the9

table and they could talk amongst themselves and see if10

they can either give an answer now or they have to get11

something.12

13

(BRIEF PAUSE) 14

15

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley.  We16

do have a copy of the report here on Bruce's computer and17

would be happy to show it to -- to Amy over lunch, if18

that would be helpful.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Amy...?20

MS. AMY SPARKS:   That would be great,21

thank you. 22

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, further23

questions...?24

MS. AMY SPARKS:   I have one (1) other25
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question and it relates to the petroleum hydrocarbon1

contaminated soil criteria.  It was stated that most of2

this contaminated soil is associated with waste rock and3

my question is whether, if there's soil encountered that4

isn't associate with waste rock, whether the criteria5

would be different than that put forth in the Water6

Licence Application?7

8

(BRIEF PAUSE) 9

10

MR. ANDREW LIDDIARD:   Andrew Liddiard,11

INAC.  No, the same criteria would apply.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you for13

that then, Amy.  And next will be DFO.14

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   Hello, Morag15

McPherson with Fisheries and Oceans.  I just had one (1)16

small question of clarification that -- regarding the17

proposed monitoring program.  I believe it's in Appendix18

E of the Water Licence where they provide a map showing19

the current surveillance network program monitoring20

stations, the SMP stations.  21

I just had one (1) question of22

clarification regarding the locations of one (1) of those23

wells between Powder Meg Lake and Sandy Lake.  On the24

current map that was attached to the water licence, it25
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shows it further -- a location between Powder Meg and1

Sandy Lake that isn't downstream or -- or located where2

the stream crossing is.3

And I was just wondering if that was just4

misprinted on the map or if I could get a little bit more5

details of if an SMP station is proposed associated with6

the crossing.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you for8

that.  Jane...?9

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:  Jane Amphlett, CARD. 10

Yes, so there's an existing SMP location between Powder11

Meg and Sandy but there is not an existing SMP location12

at the stream crossing.  13

However, yes, we do propose with -- with14

this licence to have a location at that point and, yes, I15

believe it is missing from that map, but we do propose to16

include that location.17

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   Thank you, that was18

all.  I just needed clarification.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, great.  Thanks. 20

So that's all from DFO then and we'll move on.  There are21

no registered speakers.  If there's anybody that has any22

questions from the general public, come up to the mic,23

identify yourself, and ask your question.  Thanks.24

MR. TODD SLACK:   Hi, my name's Todd25
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Slack.  I work with YKDFN.  1

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Can you just spell2

your name just for the record so that we have it for the3

record?  You spoke rather fast.4

MR. TODD SLACK:   Well, you know in front5

of this big crowd it's awful nervous.6

My name is Todd Slack, T-O-D-D S-L-A-C-K. 7

That's "S" as in "Sam."  And my apologies for not8

bringing this up at the technical session but this was9

raised from the membership.10

One (1) of the concerns is related to the11

drawdown of water as the pumping proceeds and the dust12

and airborne entrainment of that, and I'm wondering if13

you can just offer some comments as to how you're going14

to mitigate that as the reclamation process proceeds.15

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, I'll16

ask Darryl Hockley from SRK.17

18

(BRIEF PAUSE)19

20

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   For the most part we21

will be moving fairly wet materials --22

THE CHAIRPERSON:   If you could identify23

yourself again, please?24

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley.  For25
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the most part we'll be moving fairly wet materials but1

there is a provision in the specification that will be2

handed to the contractor that requires the contractor to3

carry out dust control as needed.  4

And there's an allowance in our estimates5

for a -- a water truck to be -- to be working around the6

site to keep -- keep the dust down in those cases where7

we get him to dry our materials.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Mr. Slack...?9

MR. TODD SLACK:   Todd Slack.  Can you10

explain the criteria when it would be needed?11

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Back to CARD.12

13

(BRIEF PAUSE)14

 15

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley.  At16

the moment there's no written guideline in the contract. 17

The requirement is that the contractor provide a plan as18

part of that initiation of the contract.  And that --19

that would be reviewed by Public Works and -- and any20

other authority having jurisdiction.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you.  22

Mr. Slack, further questions?23

MR. TODD SLACK:   Todd Slack.  Is there24

workplace -- Workers Comp or some sort of airborne25
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criteria that -- I guess perhaps it would be better to1

explain the context here.2

I -- I feel that if you give essentially3

an open door to a contractor, they're going to be4

hesitant to find a reason to close that door.5

So is there some sort of established6

criteria for not only dust and -- but arsenic levels in7

the air?  And is INAC in a position to commit to that8

being a criteria to passed to the contractor?9

10

(BRIEF PAUSE)11

 12

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley.  The13

specification cites eleven (11) different Acts that the14

contractor will have to meet, or regulations that the15

contractor would have to meet, many of which would have16

provisions in this -- in this respect, the Canadian17

Occupational Health and Safety Regulations for example,18

Canada Mining Regulations, Canada Labour Code,19

Occupational Health and Safety Regulations.  These become20

part of the contract and the contractor is required to --21

to abide by them.22

The -- just as -- as a bit of explanation23

because it sounds -- it sounds like my answer is evasive24

but normally when one initiates a contracting process25
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like this, one defines what the contractor will do rather1

than telling them how to do it.2

So we wouldn't want to be telling a3

contractor that he needs to have the water truck out4

there every day when the temperature is greater than 205

degree centigrade or something like that.6

If he then fails -- if he then does that7

but still causes a problem, it becomes our problem rather8

than his.  So it's normal in the contracting procedures9

to refer to existing regulations where they are and10

insist that the contractor meet those rather than trying11

to repeat those.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you for that. 13

Further questions?14

MR. TODD SLACK:   I -- I appreciate that15

this is probably a difficult question to ask at this time16

and I'd be happy to accept information later to pass on17

to the membership who are asking me this question, if18

INAC were willing commit to that.  19

But one (1) other question, is there going20

to be airborne monitoring to -- at the site, for the21

contractor or INAC to know, you know, whatever criteria22

exists?  Is there going to be a measurement system in23

order to enact those dust mitigation processes? 24

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Back to CARD. 25
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MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:  At this time, there's1

nothing in our contract that requires them to do2

monitoring, but they are required to meet a standard, and3

demonstrating that they've met a standard may require4

monitoring on their part.  So we -- we would expect their5

plan to define that.  6

I think what we could offer, in terms of7

helping -- helping you get back to -- to the people8

who've raised this is we could perhaps go through some of9

these regulations and point out what the specific terms10

are that refer to this -- to the concern about -- to11

arsenic dust concerns. 12

MR. TODD SLACK:   Todd Slack.  I'd happily13

accept that and just encourage the -- because this was14

raised by folks that were working on site this year15

during the pumping.  16

And not only what the criteria are, but,17

you know, hypothetic -- perhaps you don't want to18

speculate, but an envisioned scenario in which you see19

the contractor going about this business, and ensuring20

that arsenic heavy dust isn't being spread throughout the21

environment. 22

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Okay.  Was -- there23

was a question there? 24

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   We'd be -- Darryl25
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Hockley.  We'd be happy to take that on as a commitment1

to provide the specific regulations referring to it, and2

also our vision of what the contractor might do.  Again,3

that won't bind the contractor, but I think it would help4

answer the question in the community. 5

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you for6

that.  We'll take that as Undertaking Number 2.7

8

--- UNDERTAKING NO. 2: CARD to provide the specific9

regulations referring to10

arsenic heavy dust being11

spread throughout the12

environment and provide their13

vision of what the contractor14

might do15

 16

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   That would be Number17

2, and then once it gets in here, the produced and -- and18

I take it that you've registered and we have your address19

to get it out to you? 20

MR. TODD SLACK:   Yes.  21

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Anything22

further, Mr. Slack? 23

MR. TODD SLACK:   No, thank you. 24

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thanks for your25
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input.  And we'll then go to the Board consultant staff1

or counsel.  2

And just a note, Mr. Willis, if I require3

anybody from the -- in the hearing to slow down or spell4

their name, I'll request it of them. 5

So we will go to -- who's speaking first6

then, the consultants? 7

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:  Yes, thank you, Mr.8

Chairman.  This is Dr. Allan Woodbury.  And I have a -- a9

number of questions to ask of CARD.  There are about six10

(6) parts.  The first deals with treatment of and11

discharge of TCA water.  12

Mr. Chairman, if an arsenic -- this is for13

-- a question to CARD -- if an arsenic concentration14

greater than 0.2 milligrams per litre is used as a TCA15

treated water limit, the DFO/EC Intervention recommended16

a more comprehensive monitoring plan to monitor the17

health of the aquatic resources, and to confirm that the18

predicted adverse effects are not occurring and are not19

significant. 20

If an arsenic concentration greater than21

0.2 milligrams per litre is used as a water licence22

limit, does CARD commit to executing a monitoring plan to23

confirm that the predicted adverse effects are not24

occurring and are not significant? 25
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MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD.1

We do commit to a monitoring plan.  And2

I'll ask Bruce Halbert to just give a few more details on3

-- on we've asked SENES to develop that plan.  4

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Okay.  Bruce, are you5

answering that one? 6

MR. BRUCE HALBERT:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 7

Bruce Halbert, SENES Consultants, the technical advisor8

to INAC.   9

Yes, INAC has requested that we develop10

the plan and we haven't undertaken to get into any11

details of that plan as -- as of yet.  But regardless of12

whether we are discharging at point two (0.2), point13

three (0.3), or whatever, the intent is to have a14

comprehensive monitoring plan in place throughout the15

discharge period, whether that's two (2) years or three16

(3) years, to assess what the effects are on water17

sediment and things -- and fish down through the Hambone18

Lake -- Powder -- Powder Mag/Sandy/Whale Tail system.19

So the answer to your question is yes.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you for21

that, Bruce.  Further, Allan...?22

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yes, Mr. Chairman. 23

Just going to the next topic, Mr. Chairman, which is --24

this is under excavation and disposal of tailing solids,25
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and this is a question to CARD.1

Confirmatory sampling to ensure2

contaminated materials have been -- that have been3

excavated from the Upper Pond area have been committed to4

by CARD.  Select details of the confirmatory sampling5

program are no -- that are known included a proposed6

horizontal sampling grid to understand the horizontal7

extent of contamination.8

And the first question, Mr. Chairman, what9

would be measured during a confirmatory sampling program,10

exactly what would actually be measured?11

THE CHAIRPERSON:   That sounds like a12

question for Mr. Mitchell.13

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   I would like to just14

defer that question to Mr. Hockley.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thanks.  Mr.16

Hockley...?17

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley. 18

We'd be sampling for arsenic or analysing for arsenic. 19

There's a number of field methods to analyse for arsenic20

without needing to take a sample.21

The -- it will depend a bit on -- on what22

we observe is the contact between the base of the23

tailings and the -- and the subsoil.  In -- in my24

experience, quite a range of conditions that one25
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encounters, in some cases, a very clear contact, and --1

and one can visually see that the contaminated material2

has been removed.3

In other cases, just particularly with4

organic soils, the -- the active excavating the material5

tends to churn up the underline substrate, and you do6

need to actually take a sample in those cases and send it7

away to -- to have it analysed, but the principle analyte8

would be arsenic in all cases.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you for10

that.  Allan...?11

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   A subsequent12

question on that topic, Mr. Chairman.  If the sampling13

results do indicate contamination, what would be the next14

steps to remove all the contaminated material?15

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Back to CARD.16

17

(BRIEF PAUSE)18

19

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley.  20

The excavation would continue until the21

departmental representative on the site certifies that22

it's clean.  There's an assumption in the documents that23

there will be about 0.3 metres of material removed, but24

that's an assumption, and -- and we're prepared to do25
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much more than that if -- if that's what's needed.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  Allan...?2

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Thank you again, Mr.3

Chairman.  4

Now under the issue about excavation5

disposal of petroleum and hydrocarbon contaminated soil,6

CARD's commitment response later -- letter stated that7

PCH contamination is associated primarily with waste8

rock, which cannot support significant biological9

activity due to elevated metal concentrations that occur10

naturally in mineral rich areas, such as a tundra.11

My question is:  Does CARD consider PCH12

soil that is not waste rock to be capable of supporting13

biological activity, and, therefore, supportive of14

ecological -- an ecological soil contact pathway?15

MR. ANDREW LIDDIARD:   Andrew Liddiard,16

INAC.  17

The -- the ecological soil contact pathway18

has been ruled out primarily because of the waste rock,19

as you pointed out.  Additionally, when you get into the20

details of the -- the background for this pathway.  It's21

really protecting nutrients cycling in the environment,22

which we additionally do not see as a -- a relevant23

pathway here.  I mean, it's not something that we24

consider appropriate for this site.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you. 1

Further, Allan...?2

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   One moment.3

4

(BRIEF PAUSE)5

6

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Thank you, Mr.7

Chairman.  We'll just move on to another issue related to8

the petroleum contaminated soil, if we could.  And this,9

again a question is addressed to CARD.  10

Has CARD considered any other treatment or11

storage options for the petroleum hydrocarbon12

contaminated material?  13

MR. ANDREW LIDDIARD:   Andrew Liddiard,14

INAC.  Just to clarify your question, are you asking what15

other technologies were evaluated, or considered in the16

remediation options?17

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   That is correct.18

MR. ANDREW LIDDIARD:   I believe the --19

the remedial action plan that was developed a year ago20

does say that, this was deemed to be the best option,21

which would imply that others had been considered.  I22

can't, off the top of my head, recall the details of what23

others were considered.  I can look that up and reply at24

a break to that.25
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The -- it should be noted however that our1

independent peer review panel agreed with the2

recommendation, that by remediation, aeration was the3

most appropriate treatment method for this site and for4

these soil conditions.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you.  I6

don't think that's a required undertaking and you're7

going to have that discussion.  Is that fine, or --8

MR. ANDREW LIDDIARD:   That's fine.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, then continue.10

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yes, thank you Mr.11

Chairman.  Al Woodbury again.  12

You've spelled out -- CARD has spelled out13

various tables that list fractions of hydrocarbons, in14

terms of F1, F2, and F3, and so on.  15

What fractions of the hydrocarbons in the16

PHC contaminated materials, sir, or what -- could you17

indicate -- let us know how much is gasoline, how much is18

diesel, how much is grease.  19

Do you have any of those figures?20

MR. ANDREW LIDDIARD:  Andrew Liddiard,21

INAC.  22

Off the top of my head I can speak to the23

general considerations of the fact -- fractions.  F1 is24

considered to be gasoline; F2, Diesel; F3 and F4, moving25
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into the greases and waxes, respectively.  I'm afraid I1

don't have the -- all the analytical data at my2

fingertips at the moment, but the majority of the3

analyses showed that contamination was restricted to the4

F1 and F2 fractions, which are considerably more amenable5

to bio-remediation.  6

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Go ahead, Allan. 7

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Thanks, Mr.8

Chairman.  Just a follow-up on that question, Mr.9

Chairman.  10

What would be CARD's contingency plan if11

you're unable to treat the PHC soils or rock to the12

required reclamation standard?  You know, for example,13

you've indicated in your submission materials that you14

didn't think that diesel would be particularly well15

treated with the proposed technique, so that's why we're16

-- you know, is diesel going to be effectively treated17

with what you proposed?18

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Back over to CARD.19

MR. ANDREW LIDDIARD:   Andrew Liddiard. 20

Could you -- you mentioned -- in our submission we21

mentioned this; can -- can you --22

Dr. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Can you just give us23

a second.24

MR. ANDREW LIDDIARD:   -- can you specify25
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where?1

2

(BRIEF PAUSE)3

4

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   And your -- Mr5

Chairman, Al Woodbury again.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Yes, now continue.7

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yeah, I got it here. 8

This is under your Application for water licence9

amendment or licence renewal, or licence -- under Section10

C:11

"The treatment proposed for PHC12

contaminated impacted soils will be ex-13

situ soil aeration, soil venting14

procedures."15

And I go on:16

"It is particularly affected for soils17

contaminated with lighter fraction18

hydrocarbon such as gasoline and to a19

lesser extent diesel."20

And this would correspond to my own21

particular experience in this area, that diesel may not22

be effectively treated this way.  23

Do you have any comment?24

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Is that for Andrew25
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then?1

2

(BRIEF PAUSE)3

4

MR. ANDREW LIDDIARD:   Andrew Liddiard. 5

This falls under the -- what we have built into the6

contract specifications.  And I'll ask Dave Bynski to7

just spell that out clearly so I don't misstate it.  8

MR. DAVE BYNSKI:   Dave Bynski, Public9

Works, Government Services Canada.  10

The contract has contingency built into it11

to allow the contractor to find an appropriate technology12

if he cannot meet the -- the criteria that we specify. 13

So really at that point it would be -- they would propose14

something and we would evaluate whether or not that15

technology is appropriate and make some amendments to the16

contract.  17

THE CHAIRPERSON:   That and I assume18

probably cost effective?19

MR. DAVE BYNSKI:   Absolutely.20

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Al Woodbury again. 21

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  A subsequent question, if22

that's true, will additional monitoring be conducted?23

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD. 24

Just to clarify, do you mean long-term monitoring after25
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we've remediated?  I'm not sure what you're asking there.1

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Just give us a2

second.3

4

(BRIEF PAUSE)5

6

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   It's Al Woodbury7

again, Mr. Chairman.  I think we're just talking about8

confirmatory sampling just to see whether it's effective9

or not.10

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, INAC. 11

Yes, a confirmatory sampling program would be in place to12

ensure, yeah, by a departmental representative, so a13

third party outside of the contractor to ensure that14

materials treated to below are proposed criteria.15

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Thank you, Mr.16

Chairman.  If I could continue with a question to CARD,17

these are details on how to manage free-phase liquids.  18

It was noted within the Water Licence19

Application that any hydrocarbon free product encountered20

on the site would be collected, contained, and disposed21

of offsite.  Details related to management of groundwater22

and free product was requested within the technical23

session commitments.  24

In response, CARD provided contractor25
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specifications as part of CARD commitment response1

letter.  However, the contractor specifications did not2

specifically address management of groundwater and free3

product related to petroleum hydrocarbon contaminated4

areas.5

The first question, Mr. Chairman, could6

CARD provide details of how groundwater and free product7

will be managed in areas where free product is observed8

during the petroleum hydrocarbon contaminant soils'9

excavation?  10

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Is that a11

question for Jane?12

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD.13

Our response is similar to provided14

before.  In our contract specifications we ask them what15

they need -- we tell them what they need to do, but not16

how we need to do it.  So, no, we do not have exact17

details on how they will manage the groundwater and the18

free product.  19

But that is a requirement.  They will need20

to do that.  They will need to provide a plan once they21

are awarded the contract that will specifically outline22

exactly what they're going to do, and that plan will have23

to be approved by us.  24

But, at this point, we do not have25
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specific details on how we will manage the groundwater1

and free product, which I think is what you are looking2

for.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  Allan...?4

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yes.  Thanks, Mr.5

Chairman.  Yes, that's what we're getting at.  We're6

interested in knowing how hydrocarbon contaminated7

groundwater will be delineated and treated.  8

Mr. Chairman, if I could continue, under9

the next topic here, which is "Excavation, Removal and10

Disposal of Petroleum -- [or, I'm sorry] of Potentially11

Acid Generation Waste Rock."12

And the question we have for CARD:  Co-13

disposal of tailings and waste rock, potentially acid14

generation waste rock, is proposed within the Lower Pond.15

Within the CARD commitment response letter16

it was stated that the material, quote:17

"The material beneath the liner will be18

under water and will not settle any19

more than a pail of rocks and sand20

covered with water."  End quote.21

This response is nontechnical in nature. 22

Has CARD completed an engineering evaluation of the23

expected settlement of the in-filled material below the24

cover?25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:   Response?1

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   No, there's been no2

analysis of the -- of the settlement.  It's a very3

difficult problem to analyse.  What we have done in the4

contract is we've specified that the contractor use a --5

sorry, this is Darryl Hockley speaking.6

We specify that the contractor use a7

membrane that is able to deform up to 30 percent before8

it -- before it tears.  And the reason for doing that is9

that we do expect there will be settlement in some areas.10

And not necessarily even settlement.  We11

expect there'll be uneven settlement over the thing12

especially when you have waste rock and wet tailings and13

dry tailings in different -- different patches and14

possibly some of it placed in winter and some of it15

placed in summer.  One can expect there would be some16

settlement, I think.17

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Subsequent question,18

Mr. Chairman.  19

I take that as a 'no' and we're wondering20

if this evaluation will be completed as part of the final21

design -- the final -- the final cover design?22

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley.  No,23

there's no intention to do any further analysis of that. 24

It's not a problem, it's amendable to analysis.25
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We -- I have an office full of people who1

do that kind of work and I -- I assure you they -- they2

can spend a lot of money trying but they -- they won't be3

able to come up with a -- with a better estimate than --4

with any -- with any reasonable estimate of that.5

The -- again, just in recent experience, I6

did two (2) major tailings relocation projects last year7

and the difference between the two (2) tailings projects8

was quite phenomenal in terms of settlement.9

In -- in both cases there was settlement. 10

In one (1) case it was fairly even and uniform and the11

other it was, you know, it was like two (2) different12

materials side by side.  It was like a moonscape when it13

was finished.  It's very difficult to predict those sorts14

of things.  15

Generally the -- the preferred approach of16

engineers is to -- is to engineer around it rather than17

to try to predict it and that's why we specify this18

membrane that -- that can deflect and can deform as the19

under -- as the underlying material settles.20

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   It's Al Woodbury21

again, Mr. Chairman.  A question addressed to CARD again.22

Will the tailings and the potentially acid23

generation waste rock be compacted during placement24

within the Lower Pond?25
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MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley. 1

There is no requirement for compaction.  There will be2

something compaction as the traffic drives over them but3

that will be incidental.  4

It's extremely difficult to compact fine5

grain wet material so we've -- we won't actually make6

that a requirement of the -- of the contractor.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thanks.  Further?8

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Al Woodbury, again,9

Mr. Chair.  Do you agree that the method of tailings and10

waste rock impoundment could result in settlement of the11

in-fill  material?  I believe you do.12

If that occurs do you believe that would13

impact the final cover performance?14

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley. 15

Yes, we believe there will be settlement.  No, we don't16

believe it will impact the performance of the cover.17

One of the main reasons we have -- we have18

included a geo-membrane impermeable layer in the cover is19

to deal with the fact that the cover may settle and --20

and it may create even ponds of water in -- in some21

seasons in the lower areas.  Puddles of water maybe is a22

better -- better term.  And those puddles, in the absence23

of that geo-membrane, those puddles could become quite24

contaminated.  25
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So we -- we expect that with the geo-1

membrane in place, there will be a complete barrier2

between the tailings and whatever is above it so that3

settlement or puddling of water, ponding of the water4

will be -- will have no effect on the performance.5

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Thank you, Mr.6

Chairman.  7

Again, just to follow-up in the same area,8

and this one relates to freezing and thawing.  Within9

your commitment response later -- letter it was stated10

that the liner and granular material that was specified11

for the final cover are able to conform to possible12

differential -- differential movement for thawing.  And13

this statement implies that there's an understanding of14

the amount of differential settling, so that you can15

select actually an appropriate liner.16

Have you completed an engineering17

evaluation to determine liner specifications required to18

satisfy this expected amount of -- of deformation in the19

final cover?20

21

(BRIEF PAUSE) 22

23

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley.  No,24

there's been no evaluation of settlement consolidation or25
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any of those phenomena that would cause the deformations1

you're talking about.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Further?3

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Thank you, Mr.4

Chairman.  Al Woodbury again.  This leads to the -- the5

next phase of that.  6

Will there then be a final cover7

monitoring program to understand the cover performance?8

9

(BRIEF PAUSE) 10

11

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley.  The12

contract specifies that the -- that there will be13

instrumentation placed below the cover, in -- in part to14

monitor its effectiveness.  Subsequent to completion of15

the -- of the construction, we expect, or -- or CARD16

expects that there will be a long-term monitoring program17

similar to what's carried out at all of the other sites18

under its jurisdiction.  And that monitoring program19

would include at least annual geotechnical inspections.20

And then part of the mandate of the21

geotechnical inspector would certainly be to inspect the22

cover.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Further, Allan...?24

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yes.  Well, thank25
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you, Mr. Chairman.1

Will you be monitoring for seepage and2

liner integrity and can you provide any descriptions of3

how that might be accomplished?  If you're going to be --4

you know, you mentioned -- just amplify.  You know, you5

mentioned that, you know, some of the contract6

specifications required for certain amount of monitoring7

for the cover, but what are those main ingredients and8

are you going to be looking at how would you monitor for9

seepage and liner integrity?10

11

(BRIEF PAUSE) 12

13

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley. 14

There's a quality assurance program when the liner is15

placed, which -- which is -- will be confirmed by the16

departmental representative.  Once the soil materials are17

on top of that it'll be difficult to do a visual18

inspection of the cover for -- for obvious reasons. 19

There will be thermistors and piezometers below the20

tailings and we -- which will allow us to monitor some of21

the conditions there.  22

In my opinion it won't be possible to23

detect small tears that might occur due to settlement,24

but I don't believe those are going to be significant.25
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I think it's important to -- to point out1

that in the world of cover -- covers and liners, most of2

the literature and most of the experiences with liners3

below systems, and often liners below systems impounding4

liquids and small -- small holes, pinpricks even in -- in5

those systems allow the liquid to escape.6

When you're dealing with a cover system or7

you're covering many, many hectares of material,8

pinpricks are -- are not a problem.  Even large tears are9

-- are really -- we don't think are likely to be a10

problem in -- in our -- in our case.  The -- the reason11

is that the -- if there were to be a tariff, the -- the12

only consequence would be flow of water into the13

tailings, not flow of water out into the surface. 14

So I think the -- the focus of the15

inspections will be to -- to look for pieces where the --16

the soil material has been disturbed, perhaps by frost17

heaving and cover becomes exposed.  That would be an18

obvious thing to see.  19

If there are large deformations resulting20

in ponds, I would expect somebody to take samples of the21

water quality of those ponds over time.  That would be22

some guarantee that there was no diffusion through a --23

through a -- a disruption in the cover.  24

That would be the extent of the long-term25
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cover monitoring, I -- I believe.  That's the currently1

planned extent of the long-term cover monitoring.  2

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Anything further,3

Allan?4

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Thank you, Mr.5

Chairman.  I would just move on to another section.  Mr.6

Chairman, we have a section on TCA cover to complete and7

one (1) on monitoring left to go.  8

In this particular section, we just got9

about three (3) questions, and this is related to the --10

the health -- the human health study.  And that was11

completed:12

"Modelling water quality impacts to13

downstream water bodies for different14

source concentrations of zinc and15

copper.16

The sensitivity analysis may assist17

with understanding the impact of site18

uncertainties, such as final cover19

longevity.  As geochemical sampling and20

testing have been completed to21

understand the expected porewater22

concentrations for zinc and copper23

after the tailings turn acidic."24

25
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(BRIEF PAUSE)1

2

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:  I'm not sure if I3

understood the question.  The intent of the cover is to4

eliminate the access of oxygen to the -- to the tailings,5

which will prevent acid generation.6

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Mr. Chairman...? 7

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Yes.8

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Sorry.  Mr.9

Chairman, just to respond.  I think the -- the issue is10

the inputs into the HHERA model and whether those have11

been verified.  12

You know, specifically how do measured13

results, if you have any, or sample results compare to14

the assumed assumption used in the health study?  And15

specifically, when would you think the tailings would16

actually turn acidic?17

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:  Darryl Hockley.  I'll18

-- I'll start the answer to that, but I might not be able19

to -- to finish it.  20

The -- I don't expect the tailings to go21

acidic at all.  They -- they haven't gone acidic in the22

thirty (30) odd years that they've been sitting there,23

some of them, and -- and least twenty (20) all of them,24

so they're only going to sit there another three (3) or25
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four (4) years, and -- and after that they're going to be1

covered and there will be no access to -- to oxygen.  2

And oxygen is one (1) of the primary3

ingredients that -- that allows these -- these things to4

generate acidity in the first place.  If you shut off5

oxygen you stop acid generation.  6

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Further, Allan...?7

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yes, sir.  Thank8

you.  I guess we're interested in knowing how the -- the9

source concentrations for zinc and copper, how are they10

selected, that went in the -- the HHERA study?11

12

(BRIEF PAUSE)13

14

MR. BRUCE HALBERT:   Bruce Halbert, for15

the record, Mr. Chair.  16

The porewater quality values or -- or17

copper/zinc numbers that were used are based on18

measurements within the existing tailings mass.  As19

Darryl has indicated, there's no expectation that that's20

really going to change in the future, when we -- when we21

prevent further weathering and oxidation of sulfidic22

materials within the waste.  23

So that -- the short answer is we don't24

really expect to see a big change in the concentrations25
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from what's been measured.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Bruce, is that -- is2

your next question going into monitoring or do you have3

one (1) more on this subject, because I have a -- a lady4

here who wants to use the little girl's room, so we'll --5

once you get to monitor we'll take a five (5) minute6

break.7

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yes, sir, we don't8

have much -- much longer to go on -- on this particular9

topic.10

If I continue just along the same line. 11

So I guess my -- my first part was -- the first question12

was:  How do the measured results compare to assumed13

concentrations what you've measured them?14

The previous -- the previous question was15

asking:  Have you actually sampled, you know, the zinc16

and copper out of the tailings and compared them to what17

you used in the -- the HHERA model?  And I guess the18

answer was, yes, you have.19

Okay.  The second question then:  Given --20

I -- I guess the other question was, there's also the21

issue about arsenic loading within the groundwater, and22

you -- you've got computations of discharge of arsenic in23

the water as part of your contaminant stream.  24

How did you -- how did you include the25
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arsenic loading that's going to continue out of the --1

through the groundwater system?  Specifically the water2

could still leech arsenic even though -- even though the3

heads are roughly comparable.4

5

(BRIEF PAUSE)6

 7

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   The groundwater8

pathway is -- somewhat speculative.  There is in the wrap9

an estimate of 500 cubic metres per year of -- of10

groundwater that passes through that -- through the rock. 11

But it's impossible to distinguish that by -- by12

monitoring from the -- from any water that seeps through13

the -- through the base of the dam at the moment.14

We are of the opinion that that number is15

a -- is a high estimate of the possible groundwater16

pathway even under current conditions.  Once the -- once17

the remediation plan is completed there's a number of18

factors that we think will reduce any groundwater flux19

from the tailings area to -- to Hambone Lake.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Identify --21

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:  Darryl Hockley22

speaking again.  Sorry, Mr. Chair.23

The -- in the first place, the -- the24

cover will prevent infiltration in that -- in that area25
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and it'll drive the water over the surface, rather than1

down through the -- through the -- so what we -- we would2

be talking about would be only the lateral flow and the3

lateral groundwater flow that has infiltrated upland and4

would tend to flow through the tailings.  The tailings5

will be a relatively low prime building material, so the6

-- the tendency for -- for water to flow sideways through7

it is going to be restricted.8

In -- in addition, we believe that once --9

once the dam is removed and the pond is removed, our10

calculations show that there should be some aggregation11

of the permafrost some -- some reformation of the12

permafrost.  And that would also serve to close any13

pathways that might exist between the -- the tailings in14

Hambone Lake. So -- so our belief is that the15

groundwater pathway will be quite small in -- in the16

future.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Allan, maybe18

just hold that thought and question.  And it's noon,19

we'll break for lunch.  And there is a couple of20

undertakings and a couple of sidebars as far as I could21

tell.22

And if we could be back here ready to23

start for 1:30 that will be fine.  Thanks for all your24

presentations and patience and thanks to the interpreters25
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and we'll see you back here.1

2

--- Upon recessing at 12:00 p.m.3

--- Upon resuming at 1:35 p.m.4

5

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Welcome back. 6

We'll re-join the meeting here.  And just for7

information's sake we have made note of one -- one (1)8

Undertaking, Number 1, has  been filed and accepted by9

the Board.  And so thank you for that, for your fast10

response, much appreciated.11

And we will then continue.  Allan, I12

believe you had another question on monitoring or are we13

still on the H-H-E-R-A?14

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yes, I think I have15

one (1) more question on the -- on that particular16

aspect, sir, and then I'll move towards the last section17

which is under monitoring.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Four zero -- 19

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Thank you very much. 20

Just one (1) last question on the -- on the -- on the21

HHERA and the -- the cover itself.  And I'm going to ask22

the question:  Does -- does CARD commit to submitting an23

engineering cover design report to the Board before24

construction?25
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(BRIEF PAUSE)1

2

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD.  3

A design report is produced as part of the4

ten -- tender package.  We can issue that once the specs5

are posted, which is hopefully imminent.  So we can6

commit to -- to providing that report to the Board.  It's7

a design report for the whole project, not just the8

cover.  But we can provide that report once the specs are9

issued.10

11

(BRIEF PAUSE) 12

13

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  I don't think14

you require an undertaking of that.  They are willing to15

give a report to the staff.16

MR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yeah, may I ask one17

(1) more question along that line, sir?  18

Would that be sealed by a professional19

engineer in the Northwest Territories?20

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD. 21

Yes, it will be. 22

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Thank you.  Yes,23

sir.  If I could just move on to monitoring, and this is24

monitoring with respect to the -- the project as a whole. 25
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1

Within the CARD response to interventions,2

it was stated that:  3

"The monitoring plan will be provided4

for review at a minimum of sixty (60)5

days prior to the start of remediation6

activities."7

Could CARD please provide clarification on8

when completion of the monitoring program is expected,9

either as a date, or what is considered the initial10

remediation activity? 11

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD. 12

Clarification, do you mean the submitting of the13

monitoring plan, or beginning of the actual monitoring14

activities? 15

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   When will you submit16

the monitoring plan? 17

18

(BRIEF PAUSE) 19

20

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD. 21

The report will be complete before March 2010.  22

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Okay.  Thanks. 23

Further, Allan...? 24

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   At the current time,25
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does CARD anticipate additions, or changes, to the1

proposed SMP program locations as provided in the Water2

Licence Application? 3

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD.  4

I will note that what was clarified with5

DFO as well, that currently there's no SMP location at6

the stream crossing at the upstream of Sandy Lake.  We7

would propose to add that.  Any other changes I'll ask8

Bruce to comment, but I'm not aware of any major changes9

to the sampling -- proposed sampling places.  Bruce...? 10

MR. BRUCE HALBERT:   Bruce Halbert, for11

the record.  The stations that are currently monitored12

will be, certainly, a core part of the program.  And we13

may have some additional ones once we get into a detailed14

review.  15

Because we are talking various media, as I16

mentioned before:  water sediment, benthos, et cet -- and17

fish.  So, it may expand a bit.  18

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Thanks.  Allan...?19

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Okay.  The20

Environment Canada/DFO Intervention states that21

discussions with CARD, quote: 22

"Have confirmed that a monitoring23

network based upon validating the Risk24

Assessment Model, predictions and25
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assumptions is currently being1

developed." 2

End quote.  3

Could CARD please provide insight into the4

specific aspects of the Risk Assessment Model, and what5

predictions are being targeted in the development of the6

monitoring plan? 7

MR. BRUCE HALBERT:   Bruce Halbert, again. 8

Well, the focus certainly, of the -- of the monitoring9

program will be on arsenic, since that's the -- the10

primary element of concern here.  11

I guess the components, as I mentioned,12

are going to include water sentiment, Benthic13

invertebrates, and fish.  We will look at chemistry14

within fish.  Typically you can't collect enough benthic15

invertebrates to really do a chemical analysis on them. 16

So, that part of the program would typically look at17

community survey's, abundance, density, diversity, et18

cetera, between the sites, to monitor any change that19

occurs over time in comparison to a control site.  20

So, the comp -- you know, the program as a21

whole would include both chemical aspects and, if you22

want, biological aspects. 23

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Okay.  Thanks.  24

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yeah. 25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:    Continue. 1

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Al Woodbury, again. 2

How long would the post-closure monitoring period be? 3

MR. BRUCE HALBERT:   Bruce Halbert, again4

for the record.  5

Initially, we would propose that the --6

the program be carried out for a five (5) year period7

post closure.  At the end of that period, we would8

recommend that a Status Environment Report be prepared9

that looks any trends that are occurring within water10

sediment, et cetera, that's being monitored and make a11

determination at that point in time as to whether there12

are certain components of the program that could be13

reduced or even terminated and whether there are any14

special investigations that should be carried out.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Go ahead?16

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yes, Al Woodbury17

again. 18

I guess how often would you -- how often19

would you evaluate the results and then perhaps modify,20

you know, what's going on at the plant compared to, you21

know, the monitoring periods?22

MR. BRUCE HALBERT:   Bruce Halbert again. 23

Well, each year there would be certainly a24

report prepared summarizing the results of -- of that25
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past year's activities.  The -- the detailed analysis1

typically is left for what I term as the Status2

Environment Report which is undertaken by a number of3

mining clients that we work for and that -- those reports4

typically focus on several aspects.  One is, how to --5

how to measures levels compared to what was predicted. 6

What was the trend since the last monitoring period and,7

as I mentioned, the third component is then reassessing8

the adequacy of the program or whether it can even be cut9

back.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Is that the end of your11

questioning, Al?12

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yes, it is, Mr.13

Chairman.  I'd just like to propose to move on to the14

last issue for CARD which is related to monitoring15

groundwater.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Go ahead.17

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   In order to obtain18

an understanding of the groundwater movement towards19

Hambone and Powder Lake -- Powder Mag lakes, would CARD20

agree that the groundwater monitoring is required?21

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD. 22

We would agree.23

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Just to continue on24

with that, where should the groundwater monitoring take25
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place and how many wells are necessary to -- to capture1

either the groundwater or solute movement?  When should2

these wells be installed?3

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   Mr. Chair, Bill4

Mitchell.  I'd like just to clarify that.  5

The actual groundwater monitoring would be6

very difficult to -- to do in that area given the -- the7

geology and the -- the rock types and I think before we8

really commit to -- to do a full-scale ground monitoring,9

we would like to discuss this a little bit further among10

ourselves.  Thank you.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, that sounds12

reasonable.  Are you okay with that, Al, and they get13

back to you --14

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yes, sir, Mr. Chair,15

I just have one (1) additional question and then that16

will be -- will be it.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.18

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   What criteria are19

recommended to demonstrate that the remediation will be20

successful in stopping either groundwater or solute21

movement and what are the recommended measurements and22

contingency plans that you would have to control23

groundwater movement should you find out that there is a24

severe problem?25
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MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD. 1

We'll ask Darryl Hockley from SRK to respond.  2

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:   Darryl Hockley. 3

Again, we really don't believe that the groundwater is a4

significant pathway.  Monitoring groundwater in5

permafrost is extremely difficult.  Monitoring6

groundwater in fractured bedrock in permafrost is even7

more difficult.  The sorts of concentrations we're8

talking about are also extremely -- are fairly low here. 9

There is really no reason to believe.  There is no10

driving head.  There is no infiltration.  There is no11

reason to believe there will be a significant groundwater12

pathway here, so, I -- I would suggest that we would13

carry out the long-term monitoring that Bruce is talking14

about in the lakes.  15

If -- if there was some evidence that they16

were not -- we were not seeing the -- the trends that --17

that we expect to see in the lakes, that, one, at that18

time, would consider what the most likely problem is and19

design an investigative program to go after that but I --20

I think committing to a long-term groundwater monitoring21

program would be -- would be a -- a waste of -- waste of22

resources and, yeah.23

We do -- we do have -- we have three -- is24

it three (3) wells, three (3) monitoring wells in the25
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tailings -- three (3) monitoring wells in the tailings? 1

We have a number of wells in the tailings that -- that2

are there to -- to monitor the behaviour of the tailings3

themselves over time, but that's all.  They don't go into4

the rock and they don't attempt to monitor the pathway5

from there or anywhere else.  6

It would help us to verify that the head7

is as -- as low as we think it is or the head difference8

is as low as we think it is, but a little more than that. 9

And -- and we -- we strongly suspect that even those10

wells will freeze up over time.  So we may only get a11

couple of years of good samples from those before they12

become quite useless, too.  13

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thanks.  Is that14

the end of your questioning? 15

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Just one (1) final16

follow up, if the -- if the time permits, Mr. Chairman.17

What's the depth of frost penetration18

there?19

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:  Under the cover --20

Darryl Hockley.  Under the cover, we are predicting I21

believe a freezing depth of about 3.2 metres.  I could be22

wrong by a bit here, maybe it's 3.5 metres, and a thawing23

depth of about 3. -- to 1 metre, so there's a difference24

of about 10 percent between our predicted freezing depth25
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and our predicted thawing depth.  1

But those of you who do those kind of2

calculations will recognize that -- that means there's3

quite an element of uncertainty in whether it will be a4

net freezing or net thawing system.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  You're out of6

questions, are you Allan?  That's -- that's surprising. 7

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Oh there's more.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Anyway, any other9

questions from staff or from legal counsel?  If not, then10

we'll check with the Board members, although a lot of the11

questions addressed by staff were concerns also of -- of12

the Board members.  13

So we'll start with yourself, Floyd, any -14

- any further questions?15

MR. FLOYD ALLEN:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 16

Yeah, I -- I -- just out of curiosity, I guess, I have a17

couple of things.18

First of all, there was a description in19

the Application that roadways would be built out on once20

the tailings containment area is drained or -- or the21

water is treated and moved, that there would be roadways22

built out there for heavy equipment to move out onto the23

tailings to pick it up, pick up the tailings.  24

My question was:  Where is that -- where25
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is the material for these roadways coming from?  And does1

it -- and I guess the followup to that is -- is once you2

-- I assume that you will use something like waste rock3

and that'll all be picked up and put under cover, but is4

there a material balance that says that you might have to5

go find some more waste material for roadways?6

MR. DAVE BYNSKI:   Dave Bynski, Public7

Works Government Services of Canada.  8

The -- the analysis and the plan for the9

project shows there is enough material in the waste rock,10

the clean waste rock; however, if we have to go beyond11

that because we come across additional material that we12

have to treat or contain under the cover, we can use the13

-- the non-PAG rock, as well or the treated hydrocarbon14

material, et cetera.  15

And we've identified some additional16

burrow sources around the site that aren't necessarily17

identified within the specs currently, but we know are18

available.  So there is sufficient material.  19

MR. FLOYD ALLEN:   Okay.  Thank you.  Just20

one more...?21

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Yes.22

MR. FLOYD ALLEN:   I -- I didn't see23

anywhere in the material that there had been a24

characterization of the tailings themselves, and I was25
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wondering a bit about entrained ice or frozen material,1

the difficulty removing that, and I guess sort of2

following along in that thought would be, as you attempt3

to remove this stuff my experience with frozen materials4

is that it melts, and thaws, and runs away, and basically5

turns into a quagmire.  6

My -- would there -- do you foresee any7

problems with allowing this stuff to drain so it8

solidifies before you can move it?  What would you do --9

I mean, there would be high turbidity in the water. 10

Would it -- is it still treatable or do you treat it or11

what happens to it?  12

'Cause it's going to collect or pond at13

some place and, I guess, I just didn't understand what14

was going to happen to that water that came out of the15

tailings.  16

17

(BRIEF PAUSE)18

19

MR. DARRYL HOCKLEY:  Darryl Hockley.  The20

-- the schedule calls for as much as possible of the21

water to be removed in the first two (2) years prior to22

starting the tailings relocation.  23

But you're absolutely right.  When we24

start to move that stuff around, there'll be water in it25
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that will be deliberated.  So there -- there will be1

control of water throughout the excavation.  Nothing will2

leave the site except through the treatment plant.3

We expect at that time to be dealing with4

pretty small volumes.  So, if necessary, we can -- we can5

recycle those back.  We don't -- we don't have to6

discharge them.  7

With respect to it being a quagmire,8

that's -- that relates to the earlier questions about the9

boundary between the tailings and the sediments.  We --10

we agree that it quite possibly will be quagmire in some11

of those areas and -- in -- in those cases, we'll have to12

excavate down to the mineral soil in order to get13

something that we can traffic on, first of all, and also14

to get some kind of clean separation to -- to -- to give15

us a boundary for the -- base of excavation boundary.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thanks for that. 17

Floyd, further...?18

MR. FLOYD ALLEN:   I have one (1) trivia19

question.  The -- the water treatment calls for these20

filter bags of -- of iron precip -- co-precipitate and21

filter bags.22

Any idea how many filter bags you're going23

to put in the -- in the -- under cover?24

25
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(BRIEF PAUSE) 1

2

MR. DAVE BYNSKI:   Dave Bynski, Public3

Works, Government Services Canada.  4

This year we did do the emergency5

discharge treatment and they did in -- they did use the6

technology that used these filter bags but we're not7

specifying how the contractor is going to treat the8

water.  So they may end up coming in with a different9

system than it was used.  10

So, if they did utilize that existing11

technology, I'm not going to give you an exact number,12

but it could be in the order of ten (10) to twenty (20)13

bags if -- if that was the case, perhaps even more, I14

guess, based on -- no, not -- it'd be nothing more than15

that, right? No.  Or less, actually.  Twenty (20) would16

probably be the maximum, so, to give you an idea.17

And actually, back to that past question,18

just to add a little bit more.  The contractor may choose19

to do a lot of the work in the tailings in the winter20

when things are frozen to avoid the quagmire situation as21

well.  So, but once again, we're not telling them how or22

when, we're just telling them what they have to do as the23

request for proposal system, that's how it works so.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  Okay,25
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thanks for that.  And Floyd -- 1

MR. FLOYD ALLEN:   No more questions.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Sabet...?3

MS. ELIZABETH BISCAYE:   Thank you, Mr.4

Chair.  I have a few questions.  5

We did take a tour of the mine site last6

month and had the opportunity to take a walking tour and7

check out the -- the two (2) ponds that are referenced. 8

This -- and I know we're not talking about Salmita Mine,9

but it kind of, and I guess begs to be answered, there is10

a Salmita Mine.  I know the milling of the ore from that11

mine was done at the Tundra Mine site.  12

But I'm wondering if -- what work has been13

done to look at the factors?  Any additional, for14

example, waste rock that might be on that site that15

would, again, influence the flow of water that would go16

towards Courageous Lake?  If you look in your -- your17

presentation near the map, shows where the water drainage18

goes into and it does pass Salmita Mine.  19

I'm just wondering if that has been taken20

into consideration in terms of measuring the amount of21

arsenic that would come or eventually wind up in22

Courageous Lake?23

24

(BRIEF PAUSE) 25
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MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD. 1

We -- we do have a sampling point that is right adjacent2

to Salmita and the arsenic levels at that sampling point3

are -- are almost below detection and, furthermore, the4

lakes downstream, particularly Courageous, is -- is below5

control -- or the same or below control -- our control6

lake.   7

So it's not currently impacted by arsenic,8

so, it does not seem to be taking a -- being affected9

either by Salmita or Tundra. 10

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Thank you.  Sabet...?11

MS. ELIZABETH BISCAYE:   Thank you.  The12

other question that I have is, with regards to using13

either zero two (02), or zero five (05).  14

What would be the savings in terms of, not15

just resources of budget, human resources, and also time,16

in using one (1) as opposed to the other? 17

18

(BRIEF PAUSE)19

20

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   Bill Mitchell, CARD. 21

I'd just like to address that question.  The -- the cost22

factor really isn't the -- the concern here.  The concern23

is the fact that, as I indicated this morning, the -- we24

believe the -- the 0.2 milligram per litre limit is25
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essentially unachievable.  And we would not likely be1

able to get a contractor that would take on the level of2

risk that that level would impose on -- on the project. 3

So it's really not -- not an issue in4

cost, as far as we are concerned.  It's more an issue in5

whether it can be achieved with the best technology that6

we have, as it was indicated this morning, is the -- the7

iron co-precipitation.  8

And I think, we showed the graph that,9

even under ideal condition, there were some upset numbers10

that -- on that graph, that were above the 0.2.  And so11

if we have a -- a licence that indicates a 0.2 limit,12

then it is very likely that several times we will -- we13

will be out of compliance, and that results in warnings14

from the inspectors, and potential charges, as well. 15

And so, this -- this -- our concern is16

that the limit of 0.2 really puts the project at great17

risk.  Thank you. 18

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Thanks, for that. 19

Sabet, further? 20

MS. ELIZABETH BISCAYE:   Yeah.  Thank you. 21

I have another question.  22

When we were at site, we had the fortune,23

I guess, of observing moose in the area.  And the camp24

personnel that were there had to chase away the moose25
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from the tailings pond because they would get into it. 1

And they commented that that often happens, where they2

have wildlife that are drawn to the -- the tailings3

ponds; I guess it must be the salt content.  4

But I know in your submission, you did5

note that there will be a wildlife management plan that6

will have to be developed by the contractor that's hired. 7

But, I mean, you must have some idea now of what -- how8

you're going to try to manage keeping wildlife away from9

some of these -- the contaminants? 10

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD.11

In this past year we've had a much smaller12

operation, so we -- we did see some animals around the13

site.  When we ramp up to the Phase 2, it will be a much14

larger operation.  We'll have heavy equipment moving15

around the site.  We think it's unlikely that animals16

will be coming directly into the area with all that17

activity in the area. 18

However, we will have -- certainly would19

expect the contractor to have a -- a wildlife monitor20

onsite at all times.  He'll be looking for -- for bears,21

in terms of safety, and then, as well, looking for other22

wildlife.  So I would expect that the contractor would23

not have a large wildlife issue, but if they did24

encounter wildlife, again, similar they would be chased25
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out of the area.   1

And -- yeah.  And obviously, this is2

during the remediation phase, and post-remediation there3

is no longer -- the cover will be in place, and there's4

no longer any pathway for exposure to -- to wildlife. 5

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Thank you.  Sabet,6

further? 7

MS. ELIZABETH BISCAYE:   There's one (1)8

final question that I have, but there's also in your9

submission -- so I'm going to tie it in.  10

In your Application for the Water Licence,11

on page 8, there's a reference to a specialist contractor12

to -- will be engaged to install the geo-senthic --13

synthetic liner.  I am assuming that specialist will be14

different than the contractor who's going to be hired to15

do the remediation work onsite.  16

That being the case, I'd like to ask, when17

do you expect -- a lot of -- there's a -- in the18

Application there's a number of references to where19

certain items have been referred to the contractor to20

develop.  21

So when will the scope of work -- or I22

guess for the issuing of the contractor, the call for23

proposals will be issued -- when will that be determined? 24

MR. DAVE BYNSKI:   Dave Bynski, Public25
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Works, Government Services of Canada.  1

To answer the first part of the question,2

you're correct, it'll be a special list contractor that3

is experienced with that type of cover placement.  We'll4

be hiring a general contractor that would be in charge of5

the entire project, so they'll bring in whatever6

subcontractor, supplier, specialists that are required.  7

And I think one (1) thing that may answer8

some of the questions about the whole request for9

proposal process that we're using, we put out10

specifications that require -- that outline sort of the11

minimum requirements and -- and what we need done at the12

site, and the contractor comes back with how they're13

going to achieve that, and we evaluate that, comparing14

the various contractors' proposals, make sure it meets15

the guideline requirements.   16

But one (1) other thing that we may not17

have stressed so far is that we'll always have -- we call18

them departmental representatives onsite, so third-party19

engineers and inspectors and things like that that are20

constantly monitoring the work of the contractor and21

making sure they're meeting the requirements.  So when22

things are out of spec they're doing quality assurance23

work, they're talking samples where necessary, and24

watching over the contractor's work at all times.  So25
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does that answer your question?  Okay.   1

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you for2

that.  Sabet, is that your final or is there a followup?3

MS. ELIZABETH BISCAY:  No.  That's it. 4

Thank you, Mr. Chair.  5

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you. 6

Patrick, questions?7

MR. PATRICK LAROCQUE:   No questions, Mr.8

Chair.  Thank you.  9

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Well that ends10

the question period from staff and consultants, legal,11

and the Board, so we will then go into the Intervenor12

presentation, and that is the North Slave Metis Alliance. 13

14

(BRIEF PAUSE)15

16

PRESENTATION BY NSMA:17

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   My name is Sheryl18

Grieve speaking for the -- on behalf of the Northwest --19

or the North Slave Metis Alliance.  20

First of all, I must apologize to the21

Board and staff, the Applicant, other Intervenors, the22

public, and most of all to the North Slave Metis people23

for my inadequate preparation for this hearing.  24

For the fast -- for the past months, I've25
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been the only staff member in the Environment Department1

for NSMA with any experience on this file or, for that2

matter, on any file.  It's simply not possible for me to3

do an adequate job.  I was not able to attend the pre-4

hearing conference, nor was I able to submit a5

presentation as planned.  6

With these handicaps in mind, I believe7

the best I can do now is to highlight the submissions8

that I did make and allow others to question them --9

question me about them.  10

My evaluation of the adequacy of Crown11

consultation is, to put it simply, that it has to date12

been inadequate.  Although I did not get a chance to13

prepare the presentation on this issue, which I intended14

to, I can point out that it is the Applicant who is15

responsible for demonstrating the adequacy of16

consultation.  17

Adequate -- or consultation must provide18

adequate information, time, and opportunity to prepare19

and present community views in order to be considered20

adequate.  CARD has not submitted proof of adequate21

provision of information.  CARD has not submitted proof22

of adequate time or opportunity for the community to23

prepare and present its views.  24

All that CARD has provided so far is25
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evidence of brief superficial involvement of unprepared1

individuals in site visits and meetings with no2

provisions for preparation time, no advance information,3

and no provisions for preparation time, no advance4

information, and no provisions for interaction with the5

community at large, either before or after an event.6

With regards to the adequacy of7

information on NSMA heritage and culture, my main point8

was that the heritage assessment was inadequate.  The9

Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre is neither10

qualified nor responsible for identifying or assessing11

potential impacts to the North Slave Metis cultural or12

heritage values in the vicinity of the Tundra Mine or13

anywhere.14

In its response to NSMA's submission, the15

Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre confirmed that16

NSMA was correct on this matter.  And, in addition, the17

Prince of Wales comments only on -- confirmed that it18

comments only on archeological resources as defined by19

their own legislation.20

I'd also like to remind people that the --21

the Board, particularly, that Prince of Wales Northern22

Heritage Centre reminds all proponents that the absence23

of a recorded site in any area is likely related to a24

lack of studies rather than an actual absence of sites. 25
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In other words, the absence of recorded sites does not1

mean the same thing as an absence of sites.  It means an2

absence of recordings.  3

I believe my submissions of last night by4

email also help explain further to the Board the reasons5

why NSMA is not satisfied that a proper heritage resource6

assessment or cultural resource assessment has been done7

with regards to the North Slave Metis cultural or8

heritage resources.9

I also pointed out that CARD's information10

regard -- is it okay to use acronyms?  Pardon me? 11

Everybody knows what CARD is, okay.  12

I also pointed out the CARD's information13

regarding traditional use of the site, which was prepared14

by Golder Associates, consisted of approximately one15

hundred and fifty (150) words in one (1) paragraph, yet16

it jumped to the conclusion that there is no indication17

that this site contains or is in close proximity to18

burial grounds or other historical sites of significance19

importance, sic.20

I had stated previously that this21

statement could only be true due to the lack of22

investigation.  However, I would like to correct myself. 23

It would be more correct to state instead that the24

absence of any indications is probably related to the25
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lack of appropriate investigation.  I should not have1

used the word "only," as I cannot support that or prove2

that at this time. 3

Golder did not consult with NSMA to4

attempt to identify any cultural or heritage sites or5

values, and they have provided no evidence of expert6

knowledge with regards to North Slave Metis culture or7

heritage land use practices or values.8

NSMA asserts that any researcher must have9

an understanding of the heritage values and practices of10

any people before presuming to be able to identify11

relevant cultural or heritage objects or sites.12

With regards to the NSMA community13

concerns regarding potential interference with aboriginal14

rights and titles and treaty rights and the other15

community concerns, we do believe that we can address16

these issues within the same community consultation17

agreement that CARD has already committed to signing with18

the NSMA to address our heritage and cultural issues, and19

also as part of the aboriginal benefits package that CARD20

has already committed to. 21

Of note, however, we will be seeking22

language in that agreement that -- and in that policy,23

the aboriginal benefits policy, that specifies the24

benefits will be equitably distributed among the directly25
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affected First Nations, not just between aboriginal and1

non-aboriginal groups.2

And if anyone has questions, I'm ready to3

answer.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you for5

that then Sheryl, and did you get a copy of Undertaking6

Number 1, and are you happy with the dates and times of7

the meetings that took place?8

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Sheryl speaking.  I9

did receive it.  I -- I would have to -- I haven't10

checked it against our records but I'm willing to accept11

it at face value.  It -- it does not contradict in any12

what I've said in my presentation.13

14

QUESTION PERIOD:15

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you then. 16

So any questions of Sheryl.  We can start with -- with17

CARD.18

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, CARD. 19

We don't have any questions at this time.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you. 21

Environment Canada  DFO?  22

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   No, no questions.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you.  Any24

questions from the general public.  Okay.  Any questions25
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from the Board Staff, consultants or legal counsel?1

MS. ANNE UMPLEBY:   We have no questions.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you. 3

Floyd, questions?4

MR. FLOYD ALLEN:   No questions, Mr.5

Chair.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Sabet...?7

MS. ELIZABETH BISCAYE:   Just one real8

quick question I guess.  All this information, this9

question just begs to be asked.10

Sheryl, have you guys done any traditional11

knowledge studies in -- in any of the traditional lands12

the organization has raised?13

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Sheryl...?14

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Sheryl speaking. 15

There have been traditional use studies and traditional16

knowledge studies, not specifically in that particular17

area.  There may some information in our other studies18

regarding that -- those areas.  And in particular, I know19

that there is general information.  20

The -- the management of the data and the21

putting it together into published document has not been22

done and there hasn't been any community review of those23

studies.  So they're not exactly ready for release or use24

at this time.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you. 1

Anything further, Sabet?2

MS. ELIZABETH BISCAYE:   Thank you,3

Sheryl.4

Mr. Chair, no further questions.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Pat.6

MR. PAT LAROCQUE:   No questions, Mr.7

Chair.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  And thank you,9

Sheryl.  I know it's a tough job being a one person show10

but you've asked some -- some interesting questions. 11

Thank you.12

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Thank you.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:   So now we will go to a14

joint Intervenor presentation, Environment Canada and15

DFO.16

17

(BRIEF PAUSE)18

 19

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, if you could just20

introduce yourself and who you're with before you start21

and it's all -- the floor is yours.22

 MS. SAVANNA LEVENSON:  Savanna Levenson23

with Environment Canada.  I'm the Environmental24

Assessment Specialist.25
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MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment1

Canada.  I'm a Contaminated Sites Officer.2

MR. DAVE FOX:   Dave Fox, Environment3

Canada, air quality and waste management issues.4

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   And Morag McPherson5

with Fisheries and Oceans.  I'm a fish habitat biologist6

in the Habitat Management Program here in the Yellowknife7

Fisheries and Oceans office.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you all for9

that then and you're doing a joint presentation.  Go10

ahead.11

12

PRESENTATION BY DFO AND ENVIRONMENT CANADA:13

MS. SAVANNA LEVENSON:   Thank you, Mr.14

Chairman. 15

I'd like to start by saying that this16

intervention is made jointly between Environment Canada17

and DFO to emphasise the consensus reached regarding our18

recommendation on CARD's water licence application.  This19

intervention is prepared on -- it's prepared based on20

information supplied by the MacKenzie Valley Land and21

Water Board.  22

I'd like to start by giving an overview of23

the presentation today.  We'll give a brief statement of24

Environment Canada and DFO's mandates, and then the25
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following information will be covered by Environment1

Canada.2

Waste incineration, treatment and3

discharge of tailings water, specifically, discharge4

quality and compliance point, remediation objectives for5

petroleum hydrocarbon contaminated soil and waste rock.6

And the following will be presented by7

DFO, treatment and discharge of tailings water,8

specifically, potential downstream erosion, potential9

impacts to fish activity and habitat use, excavation of10

soil and waste rock, water use, stream crossing,11

extraction of borrow materials, restoration of water12

bodies and natural drainages, monitoring plans, and we'll13

follow that with the conclusion.14

The relevant legislation influencing15

Environment Canada's issues in this intervention are the16

Canadian Environmental Protection Act, the Department of17

Environment Act, and section 36(3) of the Fisheries Act.18

And Morag will provide Department of19

Fisheries and Ocean's mandate.20

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   Good afternoon. 21

Thank you.  Again, Morag McPherson with Fisheries and22

Oceans.  I just want to state that there was another23

staff member from Fisheries and Oceans, Cory Gibson24

(phonetic), who had helped in the review of this project.25
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She was not able to be here today because1

of the flu and sickness that's going around, I think is2

why Angela's (phonetic) not here either.  Anyways, we3

provided a more detailed overview of the mandate of DFO4

within our intervention.5

But to summarize, the department is6

responsible for the management and protection of fish and7

marine mammals and their habitats.  The Fisheries Act8

provides the legal basis for this responsibility, and9

there are several provisions within the Act that relate10

to the conservation and protection of fish and fish11

habitat.12

I'll now pass things back over to13

Environment Canada for their portion of the presentation,14

and then as Savanna outlined, DFO will present our15

information second.  So to start, Dave Fox will present16

on incineration of camp waste.17

MR. DAVE FOX:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 18

This part of the presentation will focus on incineration19

of camp waste.  I'll provide some background information20

on incineration and discuss some scientific studies21

linking northern incineration with environmental impacts. 22

I will also be discussing why incineration should be23

included in the water licence.24

First I'd -- I'd like to start by clearly25
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stating that our goal is not to prevent CARD from1

incinerating waste or using incineration as a waste2

disposal option.  Our goal is en -- to ensure that CARD3

uses incineration properly.4

So proper incineration can be an effective5

and environmentally sound method of waste disposal,6

particularly in -- in remote locations.  This could be a7

very long presentation.  There we go.  However, proper8

incineration is neither cheap nor easy.  Appropriate9

equipment must be used and it must be operated correctly. 10

On the other hand, poor equipment in an11

operation can lead to emissions of persistent organic12

pollutants, POPs, such as dioxins and furans, or PAHs,13

metals, in particular, mercury, other criteria14

contaminants, particularly our particulate matter.15

I will focus on dioxins and furans as --16

sorry, Mr. Chair.  I will focus on dioxins and furans, as17

they tend to be the greatest problem with poor18

incineration.  Dioxins and furans are formed as a19

byproduct of incomplete combustion of organic matter and20

chlorine.  21

Note that there's enough chlorine in the22

atmosphere to saturate these reactions, therefore,23

eliminating chlorinated plastics from the waste stream is24

not enough to prevent the dioxins and furans formation. 25
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The largest source of dioxins and furans in Canada is1

from the incineration of municipal solid waste, such as2

incineration of camp waste.3

These contaminants are persistent in the4

environment, therefore, can accumulate over the lifetime5

of the facility.  The contaminants can bioaccumulate6

through the food chain and they're toxic to fish,7

wildlife, and humans.8

To address incineration emissions, the9

Canadian Council for the Ministers of the Environment,10

the CCME, developed Canada-wide standards for dioxins and11

furans and Canada-wide standards for mercury emissions. 12

The Government of Canada and the Government of the13

Northwest Territories are signatories to these -- to14

these Canada-wide standards.  15

I've focussed on the dioxins and furans16

because mercury emissions are easier to control.  If they17

don't put any mercury into the incinerators, you're not18

going to get any mercury emissions coming out of it,19

whereas dioxins and furans are byproducts formed in the20

process of burning waste and, therefore, are -- are21

harder to manage.22

The Canada-wide standards are enforceable23

only if they're adopted by regulatory boards and included24

as conditions and operating permits and licences.  The25
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Canada-wide standards focus on emission limits from1

incinerators in demonstration of achieving these -- these2

limits through determined efforts and through stack3

testing.4

Environment Canada has developed a5

technical document for batch waste incineration.  The6

goal of this document is to provide information to users7

to allow them to achieve the Canada-wide standards by8

using appropriate incineration equipment and best9

management practices.  These essentials covers the -- the10

determined efforts component of the Canada wide11

standards.12

The technical document is focussed on13

batch waste incinerators, which are commonly used in the14

north and will likely be used in the Tundra Mine camp. 15

It provides a consistent -- consistent advice for16

incineration management for this type of equipment.  17

Although the release of -- of contaminants18

began as air emissions, incineration is not solely an air19

quality issue.  The dominant exposure pass -- pathways20

for incineration contaminants are through sediments,21

water column, vegetation, and soil.  22

In the next couple of slides I'll discuss23

environmental fate, or the exposure pathways of24

incineration contaminants to wildlife.25
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As I mentioned earlier, incineration1

contaminants are released to the air.  However, air is2

simply a pathway to other media.  For a terrestrial3

system, the contaminants are deposited out of the air4

onto vegetation, and then eaten and -- and then animals5

that eat the vegetation are then contaminated themselves. 6

The main exposure pathway for terrestrial animals is from7

air to vegetation, and then to the animals.  8

For aquatic systems, again the9

contaminated -- or the contaminants start as air10

emissions, but they're deposited to soil.  The -- the11

contaminants are -- are introduced to water bodies12

through runoff or erosion, and then make their way into13

the sediments at the bottom of water bodies. 14

There are benthics, little critters in the15

bottom of the lakes - I'm a physical scientist, not a16

biologist - can be exposed through ingestion of17

contaminated particles or sediments.  Fish that eat the18

contaminated benthics uptake -- uptake it to the next19

level in the food chain.  20

A modelling group at Trent University21

modelled the environmental fate of incineration emissions22

from a typical northern mine through the -- the food23

chain.  This picture summarizes the exposure pathways24

from the incineration contaminants through the food chain25
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that were modelled.  In each case, the contaminants start1

in the air and are deposited to other media.  2

For the terrestrial food chain,3

contaminants are deposited onto vegetation, then4

herbivores eat it, they become contaminated, then5

predators or scavengers will eat the contaminated6

herbivores, and that's -- that's how it works it's way up7

through the terrestrial food chain.  8

For aquatic systems, the exposure pathway9

starts in the air again, it ends up in the sediments, the10

benthics uptake the contaminates from the sediments, and11

the benthics are eaten by fish, which are then eaten by12

larger predators, and the contaminants make their way up13

through the food chain again.  14

So although contaminants are originally15

released to air, the important exposure pathways are16

through vegetation, water, and sediments.17

The modelling study considered a good -- a18

good incineration scenario, and an abhorrent incineration19

scenario.  The model results indicate that if20

incineration equipment capable of meeting the Canada-wide21

standard emissions, or emission standards, are operated22

with the best management practices, that the potential23

for adverse impacts to the environment are unlikely.  24

However, poor incineration does -- does25
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have the potential for adverse impact of soil, water,1

fish, and -- and wildlife.  The risk of -- of adverse2

environmental impacts from incineration can be greatly3

reduced by operating the proper equipment correctly.4

Environment Canada collected sediment5

samples at a -- a Northwest Territory mine site.  This6

picture was taken from one (1) of the sample sites.  7

Sorry, Mr. Chair, I was looking for a8

pointer on this.  9

You can see the dark plume that is -- that10

is actually being emitted by the incinerator.  This --11

this is a sign of a poorly run incinerator.  If -- if the12

incineration -- incinerator was working properly, there13

would be very little plume visible from -- from this14

distance.  15

Environment Canada collected sediment16

samples in the spring of 2008.  The preliminary results17

indicate that the dioxins and furans concentrations in18

the lake settlement near the -- the mine incinerator are19

ten (10) times greater than the concentration in a20

control lake.  The control lake is about 25 kilometres21

away from the -- the camp incinerator.  22

The concentrations in the impacted lake23

exceed the -- the CCME Interim Freshwater Sediment24

Quality Guidelines for dioxins and furans.  Therefore,25
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the emissions from this -- the incinerator appear to be1

negatively impacting the quality of the lake sediments.   2

So I'll go into some incineration3

management tools. 4

5

(BRIEF PAUSE) 6

7

MR. DAVE FOX:   I'll briefly describe the8

fundamentals of good incineration.  The goal of9

incineration is to optimize combustion and thereby10

minimize the emissions of toxic substances such as11

dioxins and furans.  12

Proper incineration management is like a13

three (3) legged stool.  The first leg of the stool is14

waste management.  It is important to understand the15

waste stream and divert waste -- inappropriate waste from16

being incinerated.17

The second leg is technology.  There are18

different types of incineration technologies available19

that are designed for various types of waste.  In other20

words, there's not a one (1) size fits all type of21

incineration technology.  The type of -- of technology22

selected must be suitable for the type of waste that will23

be burned in it.24

The third leg is operation.  You may have25
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the -- the best available incinerator technology but if1

it's not operated properly and maintained, there could2

still be problems.  These are very complicated3

technologies.  People -- people operating the4

incineration equipment must be properly trained.  5

If any of these legs should fail then the6

stool will topple over and excess emissions will be7

released to the -- the environment.8

To ensure that proper incineration is9

occurring operational records should be kept and should10

be reported.  11

The Environment Canada technical document12

for batch waste incinerators describes these fundamentals13

of incinerations in -- in six (6) steps.  14

The first step is to understand your --15

your waste stream.  16

The second step is to select the -- the17

appropriate incinerator for that waste stream.  18

The third step is to properly equip and19

install the incinerator.  Again, these are very technical20

and complex pieces of equipment so they -- they need to21

be done properly. 22

The fourth step, operate the incinerator23

for optimum combustion. 24

The fifth step, safety -- or safely handle25
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and dispose incinerator residues or incinerator ash. 1

And the -- finally the -- the sixth step2

is to maintain records and reports.3

4

(BRIEF PAUSE) 5

6

MR. DAVE FOX:   We recommend that CARD7

develop and implement an incineration management plan8

which incorporates the informa -- information provided in9

the technical document for -- for batch waste10

incineration.11

The management plan should include the12

following:  A description of the recycling and waste13

segrega -- segregation programs; a waste audit which14

provides the quantities and types of waste to be15

incinerated; a description of the selected incineration16

technology and a discussion of the suitability of that17

equipment for this waste stream; operational and18

maintenance records; a description of operator training19

and a list of staff trained to operate the incineration20

equipment and should include emissions measurements; the21

quantity of incineration ash generated and how it was22

disposed; and this information should be reported to the23

Board in an annual report.24

CARD has stated that sewage sludge may be25
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incinerated on site.  Sewage sludge is difficult to burn. 1

It has high moisture content and low heat content.  The2

sewage sludge may not be completely combusted so there's3

potential for release of pathogens to the environment.4

Sewage sludge requires specialized5

incineration equipment and should be burnt only in6

incinerat -- incinerators designed for this type of7

waste.  I'm not aware of any incinerators currently being8

operated in the North that are suitable for burning9

sewage.10

Also air emissions from sewage sludge11

incineration are required to be reported to the National12

Pollutant Release Inventory, the NPRI, under the Canadian13

Environmental Protection Act, CEPA '99.  14

Regarding the incineration of waste,15

Environment Canada recommends that CARD develop and16

implement an incineration management plan which17

incorporates the information provided in the Environment18

Canada technical document for batch waste incineration. 19

This recoma -- recommendation should be included as a20

condition in the Water Licence.  21

Secondly, if CARD decides to burn sewage22

sludge it should provide the Board a letter from the23

manufacturer stating that the incinerator is suitable for24

burning this type of waste.  25
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In the past, incineration has been thought1

as -- as only an air issue and, therefore, it was thought2

that incineration conditions should be not included in3

Water Licences.  However, we now have evidence that4

incineration emissions are adversely impacting water5

quality in sediments.6

With proper incineration, risk of adverse7

impacts can be greatly reduced.  Including incineration8

conditions in water -- in the Water Licence will ensure9

that proper incineration occurs and the risk to the10

environment is minimized.  11

There are precedents for incineration12

conditions in Water Licences.  The Nunavut Water Board13

has incorporated incineration conditions in their Water14

Licence, and on this slide you'll see an example of15

incineration conditions found in the -- the Doris North16

Gold Mine Water Licence.  I will not go through it in --17

in detail here, but the conditions direct the proponent18

to develop and implement an incineration management plan19

similar to what we are recommending for the Tundra mine20

Water Licence.  21

In the response to Environment Canada's22

Information Request regarding garbage incineration, in23

the letter to the Board, dated October 21st, response24

number 6, CARD states that:25
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"The contractor will be required to1

operate the camp in accordance with the2

requirements of the authority having3

jurisdiction and will provide details4

of garbage incineration plans, if5

required."6

We're asking that the Board make this7

requirement by including our incineration recommendation8

as a condition into the Water Licence.  9

So thank you.  I'll pass it on to the next10

speaker.  11

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Thanks, Dave.  Amy12

Sparks, Environment Canada.  13

I'm going to provide an overview of some14

of the issues before DFO goes on to provide theirs.  So15

the first issue, and we've heard a lot about this today,16

is the treatment and discharge of tailings water and the17

discharge criteria.  18

So as we know, CARD will be treating and19

discharging arsenic impacted tailings water from the20

tailings containment area water treatment plan -- plant,21

and they're going to be releasing to Hambone Lake and the22

corresponding downstream environment.  They're proposing23

that the average monthly concentration for total arsenic24

is 0.5 milligrams per litre.  25
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However, the Human Health and Ecological1

Risk Assessment did modelling with different2

concentrations and came out with a few modelling3

scenarios of what was going to happen with the two (2)4

year discharge period.  5

So it is predicted that by releasing at6

0.5 milligrams per litre, the water quality in Sandy Lake7

would increase to above what CCME freshwater aquatic life8

criteria is for arsenic.  This lake is currently below9

these concentrations, so we see that as a large effect.  10

Currently, Hambone Lake and Powder Mag11

Lake are at concentrations already above the CCME12

freshwater aquatic life criteria, but Sandy Lake is not. 13

And with lower modelled arsenic release concentrations14

below this proposed criteria of point five (0.5), the15

scenario does not increase the concentrations in Sandy16

Lake to above the CCME freshwater life aquatic criteria.  17

The levels in Sandy Lake are also18

predicted to more than double in concentration with a19

release of point five (0.5) versus 0.2 milligrams per20

litre.21

The conclusions of the Human Health and22

Ecological Risk Assessment also show that there will be23

an increase in the risk to ecological species present at24

the site due to this concentration.25
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The conclusions of the HHETR -- HHERA,1

actually state that the only concentration that is only2

predicted to pose short term risks would be a3

concentration of 0.1 milligrams per litre, and that4

discharge scenarios with concentrations above that are5

predicted to result in risk of short term effects on6

ecological species.7

With the release of 0.5 milligrams per8

litre, it would cause other effects that aren't seen with9

lower concentration release scenarios such as adverse10

effects potentially to aquatic plants and phytoplankton11

in Hambone Lake, phytoplankton predatory and forge fish12

in Powder Mag Lake, and phytoplankton in Sandy Lake.  13

Based on this information, Environment14

Canada and DFO are recommending that the total arsenic15

limit be set at less than or equal to 0.2 milligrams per16

litre.17

The results of the water treatment done in18

2009 by CARD indicates that a criterion of 0.2 milligrams19

per litre is achievable.  And in the Water Licence it20

says that INAC anticipates that the contractor can meet21

this target.22

Although the Human Health and Ecological23

Risk Assessment states that a criterion of 0.1 milligrams24

per litre would present the most acceptable risks, there25
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have been discussions with CARD from INAC -- or sorry,1

with CARD from Environment Canada and DFO, and we2

recognize that there are limitations.  Therefore, we're3

recommending a criterion of point two (0.2) because the4

effect seen at this concentration are not significantly5

different or increased versus 0.1 milligrams per litre.6

Along with this recommended limit, we are7

recommending a comprehensive monitoring plan be included8

that monitors a few components downstream of the tailings9

containment area prior to, during and after discharge. 10

We're recommending that monitoring be done on  plants,11

fish, benthos, plankton and long-tailed duck.  12

The next issue relating to treatment and13

discharge of tailings water has to do with the compliance14

point.  The Water Licence Application suggested that the15

compliance point for the water quality parameter of16

concentrations be established at the outlet of Hambone17

Lake.  However, we feel that licence limits must be met18

at the last point of control, the discharge point, and19

not in the receiving environment.20

The decision to release at a specific21

concentration was based on the conclusions of the Human22

Health and Ecological Risk Assessment and this report and23

modelling scenarios were calculated based on arsenic24

being released into Hambone Lake.25
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Therefore, Environment Canada and DFO are1

recommending that the compliance point for the water2

quality parameter concentrations be at the end-of-pipe,3

and CARD has accepted this recommendation and amended4

their Water Licence Application to reflect this.  5

The next issue was remediation objectives6

for petroleum hydrocarbon contaminated soil and waste7

rock.8

Environment Canada initially identified9

concerns with the proposed criteria for coarse soils10

found within 3 metres of the surface.  There's been11

conversations back and forth through responses, and CARD12

has provided sufficient information to justify the use of13

the criteria at this site.  However, I need to clarify14

that that is only for waste rock and that we still have a15

concern with soils that are contaminated with petroleum16

hydrocarbons that are not associated with waste rock.17

It's not up here but we feel that the18

criteria needs to be more stringent because there is the19

possibility of eco soil contact for a pathway in the non-20

waste rock contaminated soil.21

I'm going to pass it off to Morag22

McPherson.23

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   Thank you very24

much.  Morag McPherson with Fisheries and Oceans.  I'm25
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going to present on aspects of the proposed remediation1

project where the -- the Department of Fisheries and2

Oceans has identified issues related to our mandate.3

I'll provide a summary of these issues, as4

outlined in our intervention, our recommendations, and an5

agreement that has been reached with INAC to address some6

of these issues.7

I have -- for those of you who have drank8

a lot of water or coffee, I have clocked myself doing9

this, and it's about -- I need about approximately10

fifteen (15) minutes.  So I'm not sure if -- if people11

are able to wait, or just to give you an idea of -- of12

about how long, probably less than fifteen (15), but13

that's about how -- how long it takes me to get through14

my slides.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:   That's fine.  It's only16

the Board that we have to stop the clock for.  If they17

have -- I think they're looking okay, so proceed.18

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   I just wanted to19

let you know about how much longer there is to go.  The20

first issue I'll discuss is related to the treatment and21

discharge of tailings water.22

DFO is concerned that a sustained increase23

in water levels and flow over the summer discharge period24

could cause increased erosion and potential channel25
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modification in the downstream water bodies that could1

negatively affect fish habitat.2

As outlined earlier by CARD, a channel3

assessment was undertaken this past summer by Golder to4

investigate potential adverse physical effects to5

downstream water bodies as a result of the proposed6

discharge.7

From this investigation, INAC was able to8

estimate the capacity of the downstream system to convey9

the flows and determine maximum discharge rates.  Through10

this investigation, they were also able to characterize11

the channel substrates and any potential concerns for12

erosion along the discharge pathway.13

One (1) specific area along -- at the14

stream crossing that was shown was identified for15

potential erosion concerns and will be properly16

stabilized during the road and bridge upgrades that will17

be taking place at the crossing.18

DFO recommends that, using the results and19

the information provided in the October 2009 Golder20

Report on the downstream investigations, that monitoring21

be undertaken for increased erosion during discharge and22

a management -- and management measures be developed to23

address the potential erosion issues, as outlined in the24

report by Golder.25
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The second issue that DFO had identified1

related to the treatment and discharge of the tailings2

water over the two (2) summer periods was potential to3

impact fish and fish habitat -- sorry, fish activity and4

habitat use in the downstream water bodies along the5

pathway.6

The proposed two (2) year discharge7

scenario involves discharge of treated water beginning in8

early June during the sensitive fisheries timing window9

for this area, that being the spring spawning season.10

Valuable Arctic grayling spawning habitat,11

rearing and feeding habitat, has been identified in the12

downstream water bodies and water courses along the13

proposed discharge pathway.14

The early discharge does have the15

potential to result in changes to certain habitat16

parameters in the downstream water bodies that could17

affect the fish activity and habitat use.18

Through review of this project, DFO has19

determined that the potential short-term impacts to the20

downstream fish habitat and fish use of this habitat21

during the early discharge period are likely to be low22

and are acceptable, but recommend that a monitoring plan23

be developed to verify and confirm these predictions. 24

INAC has indicated that they agree to implementing a fish25
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monitoring plan.  1

The next issue I'll discuss relates to2

potential for increased erosion and sedimentation to3

local water bodies from excavation activity and heavy4

equipment use.5

It's important to protect the quality of6

local water bodies in the area during project7

implementation as part of a successful remediation plan. 8

Most impacts caused by erosion and sedimentation are9

easily preventable or mitigated using standard10

techniques.11

DFO recommends that an erosion and12

sediment control plan be developed and measures outlined13

in this plan should apply to all potential erosion issues14

associated with the works onsite.  15

Within our intervention we recommended16

several measures that could be considered in the17

development of this plan, and INAC has indicated that18

they will require the contractor to develop a plan.19

The next issue that DFO identified relates20

to water use.  The water lice appli -- Water Licence21

Application states that water will be -- will be22

withdrawn from Matthews Lake for use during the project23

and water will also have to be drawn from other sources24

for winter road development.25
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Section 30 of the Fisheries Act requires a1

fish guard or screen over the entrance of water intakes2

to prevent passage of fish into it.3

DFO recommends that intake screens for4

water withdrawals be designed to meet the DFO freshwater5

intake end-of-pipe fish screen guidelines.6

There are two (2) components to this7

guideline, one (1) being mesh size to prevent fish from8

being drawn into the intakes and the mesh size is 2.549

millimetres or 1/10th of an inch.10

And the other component to the guide is11

screen design to reduce intake velocities.  I would like12

to note that there have been challenges in designing fish13

screen -- designing screens for water truck intakes that14

can meet the intake velocity requirements under this15

guideline where DFO is continuing to work with industry16

on this issue in designing water intakes for trucks.  So17

the intake's mesh size is more important and relevant at18

this point.  INAC has indicated also that they concur19

with this requirement.20

I have a nice photo for you here just to21

get sticklebacks that were drawn into a water intake just22

demonstrating the importance of mesh size.  23

The next issue that DFO had identified in24

our review of the project was related to water use25
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related to winter water withdrawals required for the1

development of the winter spur road.2

Excessive amounts of water withdrawn from3

ice covered water bodies or water courses can lead to4

oxygen depletion, loss of over wintering habitat and/or5

reduction in littoral habitat.6

DFO recommends that the winter water7

withdrawals required for the project should be conducted8

in accordance with the DFO protocol for winter water9

withdrawals in the NWT to provide for accurate estimates10

available under ice water volumes and withdrawal limits11

in order to avoid potential impacts to fish and fish12

habitat.  And INAC has also indicated that they concur13

with this recommendation.14

The next issue I'll present relates to15

potential impacts to fish and fish habitat from stream16

crossings associated with the all weather and winter road17

-- winter access roads.18

DFO recommended in our intervention that19

our operational statements for clear span bridges and ice20

bridges and snow fills be used to avoid negative impacts21

to fish habitat and to maintain fish passage at the22

required crossings.23

And as provided in the Water Licence24

Application, the clear span bridge operational statement25
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and, as indicated by INAC, the ice bridge and snow fill1

operational statements are planned to be used for any2

required stream crossings.3

Couple more to go.  There is a lot.  4

I'm now going to the development of borrow5

sources and specifically potential impacts to Sandy Lake6

from borrow activity proposed in the area of the7

airstrip.8

Habitat compensation and shoreline9

restoration works were undertaken to enhance Sandy Lake10

habitat where it was previously disturbed by mining and11

exploration activity.  This work was undertaken as part12

of the Matthews Lake and area fish habitat restoration13

project.  And it is important that this habitat -- that14

these habitat enhancement works in the quality of the15

Sandy Lake shoreline habitat be protected.16

DFO recommended that all options be17

examined to minimize impacts sufficient for fish habitat18

from coring operations and that we be consulted prior to19

any coring development in this area.  And INAC has agreed20

to these recommendations.21

And finally, in our intervention DFO22

recommended that the final site reclamation plan should23

include a plan for restoration of water bodies onsite24

that have been impacted by historic and present mining25
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and coring activity and the restoration of all natural1

drainages impacted onsite.2

This would include decommissioning of3

roads, restoration of natural drainages and restoration4

of shorelines.  These restoration opportunities5

associated with site closures support INAC's mine site6

reclamation policy for the NWT as well as Fisheries and7

Oceans policy for the management of fish and fish8

habitat.  INAC has indicated that reclamation plans will9

include restorations of natural drainages and Bulldog10

Lake shoreline.  11

And I would also like to add that on other12

mine reclamation projects and contaminated site cleanups13

that restoration plans have been included as part of14

water licence conditions for construction.15

Amy Sparks will now provide some16

information on the monitoring plans and then I'll finish17

things up for us.  18

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  19

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Thanks, Morag.  So,20

throughout our presentation we have made already a few21

recommendations for monitoring, but we wanted to bring22

them all together at the end.  23

We have had discussions with CARD, and24

they have confirmed that a monitoring framework, based on25
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validating the Risk Assessment Model predictions and1

assumptions, is currently being developed.  We want to2

make sure that there are a few things included in this3

monitoring plan, so we're just going to discuss a few of4

them here. 5

We're recommending, first of all, that6

arsenic is monitored in sediments.  This is because7

benthic communities and fish and fish habitat can be8

affected.  And it's been predicted that there could be9

potential effects to these organisms through this release10

of arsenic contaminated water.  11

We're also recommending that the health of12

all species modelled in the HHERA that showed potential13

for risk from the implemented total arsenic release14

criteria be monitored.  And we're also recommending that15

the groundwater, or seepage, from the tailings16

containment area is monitored.  The Human Health and Eco17

Risk Assessment assumed that this was no longer to be an18

issue once the tailings containment area was remediated,19

but we think that this needs to be confirmed because the20

seepage could have a significant effect on the receiving21

water quality. 22

Morag's going to talk about a few more23

recommendations.  24

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   Thank you.  I think25
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I go to the next.  1

As Amy stated, there was recommendations2

related to several of the issues that we listed in our3

intervention that include monitoring aspects, and these4

are some of the areas where DFO had recommended be5

included in an overall monitoring plan:  The development6

of a monitoring and management plan to minimize and avoid7

potential downstream erosion issues; inclusion of a8

monitoring program or control measures that ensure the9

effectiveness of all sediment erosion control and10

stabilization of disturbed areas; and the development of11

a plan to monitor fish activity during the discharge12

period.  13

We would also -- had also recommended that14

we would like to be -- have the opportunity to review and15

provide comments on this overall monitoring plan once it16

is developed and submitted.  17

Next, sorry.  And that's all.  We'd like18

to thank the Board for the opportunity to participate in19

this Water Licence Review process.  And we'd also like to20

thank INAC for their cooperative approach to this21

project.  And that's all for us.  Thank you.  22

23

QUESTION PERIOD:24

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you for25
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your very excellent presentation.  1

Questions from CARD, I thought we would2

just go through without -- if anybody wants coffee, just3

go get some.  I believe we have to be out this room by4

4:00, and I actually think that we could be -- end the5

Hearing here by 4:00.  So if that's okay with everybody,6

other than the Board Members who can't leave.  But7

somebody could run for coffee for you.  Everybody else is8

welcome to have coffee. 9

So any questions from CARD? 10

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, INAC-11

CARD.  With respect to incineration, a lot of the12

information presented by Environment Canada was in13

relation to operating mines in the North and14

particularly, the example used from the Nunavut Water15

Board was for a mine operating there.  16

Given that this a reclamation project of a17

much smaller scale, could Environment Canada comment on18

whether these kind of Water Licence conditions are still19

appropriate, given that the camp will be fifty (50)20

people maximum? 21

MR. DAVE FOX:   Mr. Chair, we do believe22

that it's appropriate to have incineration conditions23

like this for all projects, not just the big mines, but I24

-- I would categorize the Tundra Mine Site as a -- as a25
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middle sized mine.  There's forty (40) people there,1

there's --there's been activities going on at the mine2

site for several years now, and there's plans to carry on3

for several more years. 4

So this -- this type of issue, these5

contaminates build up over time.  So even though it may6

not seem like a lot at one (1) -- at one (1) time, it7

does build up over -- over the -- the period.  8

The -- considering the size the -- the9

incineration management plan, as I said, should be part10

of every -- every project.  If you're going to11

incinerate, you should have a plan to do it properly, no12

matter how big you are or how -- how small you are.  The13

-- the size of the plan or the complexity of the plan may14

vary, depending on project by project but you should15

still have an incineration management plan.16

And just one (1) -- one (1) further point,17

is that -- that there are many small camps out there and18

-- and many small camps are using very bad incineration19

and this is a case where size doesn't really mater.  The20

-- the really bad performers, even if they're -- they're21

smaller camps, can emit far more contaminants than a big22

mine that -- that is doing proper incineration.  So the23

size is a little bit misleading and every -- every camp24

should be using proper incineration.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:   And for the record if1

you could state your name and who you're with and -- 2

MR. DAVE FOX:   I'm sorry, Mr. Chair. 3

It's Dave Fox from Environment Canada.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:   That is just for the5

people who don't understand how famous you are and might6

not know your name yet so -- okay, thank you.  7

Any further questions from CARD?8

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Yes, thank you,9

Chairman.  Jane Amphlett, INAC-CARD.10

Moving on to the tailings discharge11

criteria, in their presentation Environment Canada state12

that the HHERA modelling indicates that this -- that the13

0.5 ppm concentration over a two (2) year period will14

create concentrations in Sandy Lake above CCME criteria15

for arsenic and although the lake is currently below.16

However, the same situation will occur at17

0.2 ppm, as well.  So in that scenario with a 0.2 ppm18

discharge, Sandy Lake will also go above CCME.  However,19

in both scenarios, at point five (0.5) and point two20

(0.2), the lake will recover to below these levels.  And21

I would ask Environment Canada to -- to comment on that.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Mr. Fox...?  Or is that23

you, are you up?24

25
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(BRIEF PAUSE) 1

2

MR. DAVE FOX:   I'm sorry, Mr. Chair. 3

Could -- could CARD repeat the question?4

5

(BRIEF PAUSE) 6

7

MR. DAVE FOX:   I'm sorry, Mr. Chair. 8

We're still coming up with an answer for that question.9

10

(BRIEF PAUSE) 11

12

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, INAC-13

CARD.  And we would also note that -- that that is shown14

in our presentation in our slides, the predicted arsenic15

levels in Sandy Lake.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thanks for that.17

18

(BRIEF PAUSE) 19

20

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment21

Canada.  If that's the case then we have it wrong.  We22

retract our statement.  I apologize.  But that was only23

one (1) of three (3) points that we made but we are24

obviously mistaken that we thought that was going to push25
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it when a concentration of point two (.2) would not. 1

Sorry.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, not a problem. 3

Heck, I can remember Bruce making a mistake once a long4

time ago.5

Bruce, any problems with that retraction6

or -- for the record?7

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Thirty (30) years ago.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thirty (30) years ago. 9

Okay.  And is there no problem with the retraction if the10

one (1) -- 11

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   No.  No.  Bruce12

Willis.  No, there's no -- the whole point is an inquiry13

and get to the bottom of this so use the best evidence14

you've got.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Further16

questions from CARD?17

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   Jane Amphlett, INAC-18

CARD.  Further to that, accepting that the risks in Sandy19

Lake are the same at point two (.2) and point five (.5),20

I'd also point out that, in April 2008, INAC-CARD did21

request advice from Environment Canada on the discharge22

criteria and we received a letter, dated April 2nd, 200823

from Ivy Stone (phonetic).24

And in that letter, I quote, she states:25
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"A cursory review of literature found1

in the Canadian Environmental Quality2

Guidelines and within the Fisheries Act3

Metal Mining Effluent Regulations would4

imply that a concentration of arsenic5

in drainage water of up to 0.5 ppm6

should not significantly affect the7

aquatic ecology at Tundra Mine, and8

this would be consistent with the9

highest value of the SENES risk10

assessment."11

It goes on to say that:12

"Given that the Federal Government,13

INAC is actively remediating a14

contaminated site that poses a15

significant hazard to the area, one can16

rationalize that a short-term, over a17

few years, minor effect on the aquatic18

environment is a justifiable risk."19

They do say that it should include a20

fairly comprehensive monitoring plan.  However, I would21

just like Environment Canada to comment on that.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you.23

Environment Canada...?24

25
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(BRIEF PAUSE)1

2

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment3

Canada.  Can I ask CARD to clarify what the letter was in4

response to, if it was for the risk assessment, and what5

scenario she was talking about?  Sorry, this comment was6

made -- or this letter was received without our knowledge7

of the file at that point, so it's hard for us to comment8

on that.9

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   It was in response to10

the Human Health and Ecological Risk Assessment and, in11

particular, INAC was seeking advice from Environment12

Canada on an acceptable arsenic concentration.13

And it did note that SENES consultants had14

presented INAC with three (3) discharge concentrations of15

point one (.1), point two (.2), and point five (0.5), and16

then we asked Environment Canada's advice based on those17

results.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  A response19

from EC?20

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment21

Canada.  We are more than willing to discuss this with22

Ivy Stone and present an answer to the Board, but without23

her here and without her kind of opinion, it's hard for24

us to make a comment on something that she said.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  I assume we can1

take that later, Bruce, as just further information as2

we're looking to the licence.3

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Yeah, you know, and --4

and -- Bruce Willis.  Obviously, in the -- in the great5

history of -- of this world, hopefully Environment Canada6

can speak with one (1) voice, and I'm sure that -- I'm --7

I'm a little surprised that it's taking to a public8

hearing that we're not getting this straightened out. 9

But they can either say, yes, we agree with Amy Stones10

(phonetic) or clarify, but you need to respond back as11

soon as you can as to the position of Environment Canada12

for the purpose of assisting the Board in making a13

licence determination as to what standard you're14

recommending.15

And -- and if you -- if you're changing16

your position as to what you previously advised, CARD,17

you should perhaps say so.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thanks for that, Bruce. 19

So we'll wait for further information from yourself.20

And any further questions from CARD?21

MR. ANDREW LIDDIARD:   Yes, Mr. Chair,22

I've got a question on -- Andrew Liddiard, INAC.  I'm23

sorry.  That seems to be common ailment around here.  24

Environment Canada has suggested that for25
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the -- that a different soil criteria be applied for1

petroleum hydrocarbons in soil than for waste rock.  And2

they are seeking the most stringent criteria, much more3

stringent than those that protect aquatic life.  4

And even though we have not seen in our5

assessment of the site any evidence for this particular6

pathway, nor do we see this as the INAC -- sort of as a7

whole, we do not see this pathway at -- really at any of8

the Arctic sites that we work at.  9

So I'm curious what evidence Environment10

Canada has that would justify the use of the eco soil11

contact guidelines for a small portion of the soils at12

the Tundra mine site.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:   The response from14

Environment Canada?15

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment16

Canada.  We are asking for -- necessarily we're not17

presenting infor -- or evidence to say that it needs to18

be done, but that we would like more information if it's19

not going to be used, so kind of the opposite.  20

For the eco-soil contact pathway, it's not21

only nutrient cycling, but also invertebrates, plants,22

and wildlife that can be the exposure pathway.  So I23

guess with the soil -- with the waste rock we understand24

that that pathway doesn't exist, but with the soil we25
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were looking for more information to suggest that the1

plants, wildlife, and inverts aren't necessarily going to2

be affected. 3

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Go ahead.4

MR. ANDREW LIDDIARD:   If I may respond. 5

Andrew Liddiard, INAC.  In the technical documents on the6

development of these guidelines it states that plants do7

not uptake petroleum hydrocarbons, nor do terrestrial8

animals metabolize these.  So it's -- it's not getting9

into the food chain through -- through plants and into10

the terrestrial animals.  11

I think we can all accept that there are12

extremely limited invertebrates in these soils and that13

the purpose of this criterion actually differs from most14

non-Canadian jurisdictions, and this is considerably more15

stringent and a -- a new departure in the Canada-wide16

standard from what was done previously, and that the --17

the goal here is, with this criterion, is the protection18

of nutrient and energy cycling by protecting19

invertebrates.  So I -- again, I really fail to see the20

applicability of this pathway.  21

And we have not seen this, and I feel if -22

- if Environment Canada is recommending that this23

criteria be used and applied at this site -- excuse me --24

I believe it's incumbent upon them to tell us that --25
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that this pathway is, in fact, applicable when we don't1

see that as being the case.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thanks for that.3

Further from Environment Canada?4

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment5

Canada.  I don't have any further comments on the topic. 6

Thank you.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Further8

questions from CARD?  9

Bruce...?10

MR. BRUCE HALBERT:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 11

Bruce Halbert.  I'll give you an easy question.  In your12

recommendations here for monitoring plans, you're13

suggesting the monitoring of long-tailed duck, and I'm14

curious as to what you would envisage the plan to include15

in that regard?16

17

(BRIEF PAUSE) 18

19

MS. SAVANNA LEVENSON:   Savanna Levenson,20

Environment Canada.  Without directly consulting Canadian21

Wildlife Services, and none of us here have a background22

in wildlife per se, but off the top of my head I would23

think that it would look at presence/absence of -- of the24

animal, as well as use of the site, activity, feeding,25
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nesting, that kind of thing, time of year and, yeah,1

that's all I can say for the moment, sorry.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you.  3

Further, Bruce...?  No?  4

Any further questions from CARD?5

MS. JANE AMPHLETT:   No, thank you,6

Chairman.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thanks for all8

that great information.  9

Now I will go to North Slave Metis10

Alliance if they have any questions of the Environment11

Canada or DFO?12

13

(BRIEF PAUSE) 14

15

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Sheryl speaking.  I16

was just wondering if a composting facility might be the17

most appropriate manner to dispose of human waste?  18

19

(BRIEF PAUSE) 20

21

MR. DAVE FOX:   Thank you for that22

comment, or that question.  I'm -- I'm not an expert in23

composting.  I suspect you -- 24

THE CHAIRPERSON:   You got to identify25
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your -- 1

MR. DAVE FOX:   -- compo -- oh, Dave Fox,2

Environment Canada.  I suspect you're referring to 3

composting toilets.  Aside from knowing people that have4

them in their homes I -- I couldn't say anything about5

those.  But it -- it -- it may be something for CARD to6

look into and investigate.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you for8

that.9

Anything further, Sheryl?10

11

(BRIEF PAUSE) 12

13

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:    No, that was all,14

thank you. 15

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you.  16

And anything further from the public?  If17

not, any questions from staff, legal consultants?  18

MS. ANNE UMPLEBY:   Anne Umpleby, with the19

Board.  Just going back to CARD's previous question20

regarding the letter from Environment Canada, I'd like to21

take that on as an undertaking to be due by the 10th of22

November, if that's possible for Environment Canada?23

MS. SAVANNA LEVENSON:   Savanna Levenson,24

Environment Canada.  Yes.  25
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MS. ANNE UMPLEBY:   And we thank you.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, so, Bruce, what2

is that, number 3 is it?3

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Well, I've got the4

Environment Canada position and I guess that would be5

included in that, so it's 3.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Great.  We'll --7

we'll look forward to that.8

9

--- UNDERTAKING NO. 3: Environment Canada to provide10

letter by November 10th, 200911

re Ivy Stones.12

13

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Anything -- 14

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Mr. Chair, I -- 15

THE CHAIRPERSON:   -- further?16

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Oh, sorry, did -- Al,17

did you -- 18

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Allan...?19

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Yes, Mr. Chairman, I20

have a few questions, not many.  It's Allan Woodbury. 21

Questions for DFO. 22

   I wonder if you could provide additional23

details on your -- your acceptable monitoring program,24

specifically -- and you've mentioned some of these, but25
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what would be monitored and what would be the frequency1

of monitoring?2

3

(BRIEF PAUSE) 4

5

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   Morag McPherson6

with Fisheries and Oceans.  There were three (3) specific7

areas there where DFO had identified issues where8

monitoring aspects may be incorporated.  9

Related to the downstream erosion issues,10

as I stated in the presentation on that slide, that since11

the -- my interve -- since our intervention was submitted12

and the presentation provided, a draft report from13

Golder, dated October 2009, was submitted and there was14

some valuable information in that report related to the15

potential, the actual potential of the downstream systems16

to be erodible, and areas of concern, and they also --17

within that document, Golder had identified some18

management measures in terms of discharge times and19

rates.  20

And one (1) area of erosion, potential21

erosion concern, that could be dealt with, so I'd22

recommend that those recommendations and measures within23

that report be included in the plan for monitoring.24

I think there was TSS monitoring in the25
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receiving waters downstream of the area of erosion1

concern, but I think in the entire SMP station, stations2

downstream of the discharge area, that total suspended3

solids would be appropriate.  4

And, again, the details of the monitoring5

plan haven't been submitted so we haven't had an6

opportunity to work out a lot of the finetuning of what a7

monitoring program could look like, and that's why we8

recommended that a plan be developed and submitted and9

that we have an opportunity to input into that.10

In terms of the erosion control measures11

onsite, there were a couple of measures that were12

identified in our intervention, and INAC had submitted in13

their Water Licence that a quality control plan would be14

developed and we had recommended that some of these15

erosion control measures be incorporated and that through16

site supervision and oversight of a consultant, or17

through other control measures, that these be monitored18

for effectiveness.  Again, the details of that plan19

hasn't been worked out because a plan hasn't been20

developed yet.  21

And, finally, the monitoring of the fish22

activity downstream again is a plan that we haven't had23

an opportunity to work out the details yet with INAC. 24

They have agreed to monitoring of fish.  I guess the25
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concern there is due to the early discharge during1

spawning, so it would be a fairly simply monitoring2

program, looking at presence/absence, verifying spawning3

activity, spawning success, success of larval fish, and4

whatnot, in that downstream environment while the5

discharge is taking place during the sensitive timing6

period.  7

But these would be things that we'd be8

looking to work with INAC on and submit in a final plan.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you.  We're10

going to require a less than five (5) minute break here11

for the Board, and if everybody wants to stay where they12

are or stretch their legs, it's fine, but we'd like to13

get right back to the questioning.  Thanks.14

15

--- Upon recessing at 3:24 p.m.16

--- Upon resuming at 3:32 p.m.17

18

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, if everybody19

could take their seats, please, we'll get started.  20

Allan, do you want to continue with your21

badgering, I mean your questions?22

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Not many questions. 23

So it's Dr. Allan Woodbury again, on behalf of the Board.24

These relate to monitoring groundwater,25
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and the Environment Canada DFO intervention recommended1

groundwater monitoring to be completed in the vicinity of2

TCA to measure arsenic concentrations in the water moving3

through the area towards Hambone and Powder Mag Lake.4

You recommended arsenic measurement.  I5

assume that's all total species in groundwater.  And the6

-- the health assessment considered arsenic, as well as7

copper and zinc, in its assessment of -- of impacts.8

The question is:  In addition to arsenic,9

are there any other water quality parameters that are of10

interest to monitor in the groundwater, in your opinion?11

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment12

Canada.  I guess we focussed our review really on the13

arsenic because that was the -- the concentrations that14

were -- were pushing the issues.  So we didn't really15

look into any other potential monitoring for other16

metals, et cetera, but we're willing to provide a17

response in -- with time, if -- if that is requested.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thank you. 19

Continue.20

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   Thank you, Mr.21

Chair.  22

In terms of wells and well placement23

piezometers, I assume sampling points, where do24

Environment Canada and Department of Fisheries and Oceans25
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recommend that groundwater wells actually be installed,1

where should they be placed, and how often should they be2

sampled?3

4

(BRIEF PAUSE)5

6

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment7

Canada.  We were prepared to review and provide8

recommendations based on what INAC-CARD came out with as9

a monitoring plan.  We're not prepared at this time to10

make any specific recommendation ourselves.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay, thanks.  Do you12

have further, Allan? 13

DR. ALLAN WOODBURY:   We're completed. 14

THE CHAIRPERSON:    Okay.  Thank you.  15

Any further comments?  Bruce, did you have16

something? 17

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Bruce Willis.  I have18

two (2) questions.  One (1) is:  This is a long19

contaminated site, and the Metal Mining Effluent20

Regulations, a regulation of the Fisheries Act, you're21

asking for a much greater standard than an active mine22

would be forced to come up with, in what your23

recommending. 24

Is there a rationale for that? 25
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MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment1

Canada.  We chose not to use MMER and -- because this is2

not an operating mine.  Those regulations -- it's3

realized with them that there are effects, and that there4

is monitoring specific to that, and that those5

concentrations are based on an operating mine that6

they're willing to accept those risks for.  We7

considered, as this site is not an operating mine, that8

they should be cleaning up to a different standard. 9

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Bruce Willis.  So a10

different standard -- I'm going to move on.   My -- my11

second question is:  In your slide 31, you're -- you're12

talking about monitoring and a management plan, and13

you're requesting you'd like to review and have the14

opportunity to provide comments once this plan is15

submitted to the Board, and before it is approved. 16

I take it you mean comments to this Board;17

is that fair to say? 18

MS. AMY SPARKS:   Amy Sparks, Environment19

Canada.  We're willing to work with CARD to work on the20

plan before it is submitted to the Board, or provide21

comments to the Board once it has been submitted. 22

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Well, the reason I'm -23

- it's in -- it's in the Board's hands, but it's a24

natural justice issue, that if you were to work with25
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CARD, and then the plan is submitted, once you start1

providing plans and it's got to go out to everybody else,2

and it's -- it creates a procedural problem under natural3

justice.  4

So I'm just curious as to, you want to5

make comments to the Board, and presumably that would6

mean to everybody else here as part -- I just think that7

it -- it's potentially creating a -- a problem from a8

natural justice perspective.  And if you were to just9

work with CARD, and then had the plan submitted, that10

might be much easier, because otherwise it's going to11

create some procedural problems. 12

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Comments?13

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   I think I somewhat14

understand what you're saying.  Typically when plans are15

required by the Board to be submitted, we will work with16

the proponent, or when it is the Government, the17

Government will work together to provide to put these18

plans forward, and that  when they are -- if they are19

required by the Board, they will have to be submitted and20

sent around for review as part of the procedures of the21

Board, regardless of the wording in our slide.  Is that22

correct? 23

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Like, I just wanted to24

-- Bruce Willis.  I just wanted to clarify what you're25
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planning, thank you. 1

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Bruce, further?  2

Anything else from staff?  Great.  3

Floyd, any questions? 4

Mr. FLOYD ALLEN:   No questions. 5

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Sabet...? 6

MS. ELIZABETH BISCAYE:   Mr. Chair, I hate7

to disappoint you, so I'm not going to.  I'm going to ask8

a few questions.  9

On page -- what page is it -- page 16 of10

your slide show presentation, you mention that11

Environment Canada collected sediment samples in spring12

of 2008.  I'm assuming that was at another mine site.13

Am I correct?14

MR. DAVE FOX:   Dave Fox, Environment15

Canada.  That is correct, it was from an operating mine,16

which, if you take a close look at the picture in17

previous slide, it would be -- become more obvious.  18

MS. ELIZABETH BISCAYE:   No.  Yeah, we19

noticed the picture.  And I'm not gonna bother asking20

which mine it is.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Why not?  I want to22

know.23

MS. ELIZABETH BISCAYE:   I'll let you ask24

that question, Mr. Chair.  And, okay, I think the next25
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question was already answered when the point was made by1

CARD about an -- the difference between an operating mine2

and this particular mine, so those are all my questions.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Sabet. 4

Pat...?5

MR. PAT LAROCQUE:   No questions, Mr.6

Chair.  Thank you.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thanks.  I have8

a quick one for Environment Canada, specifically Mr. Fox. 9

I fond it interesting that your picture where the smoke10

is coming out of the incinerator and you can tell, like a11

wood stove, I guess, that it's not burning properly.  12

Now, if it was forty (40) below out there,13

would that actually accent the fact that maybe it's14

burning properly, but it's just making a lot of steam or15

smoke in the -- in the cold?16

MR. DAVE FOX:   Dave Fox, Environment17

Canada.  Mr. Chair, you're quite right.  At cold18

temperatures you'd expect to see the steam plume, anyway,19

as -- as the moisture would be a par -- product of the --20

the combustion process.  But that the moisture wouldn't21

look quite as dark as what this plume is, and it probably22

wouldn't be sustained for quite as long, as this plume is23

-- is evidently intact for quite a distance.  I think it24

would disburse much quicker.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  And you1

mentioned you report to -- what is it -- CEPA if you had2

anything to report on incineration?  Do they actually3

have a -- a -- like a hot line like they have for oil4

spill or fuel spill?  When you say report, there's a way5

to report to CEPA?6

MR. DAVE FOX:   Dave Fox, Environment7

Canada.  No, Mr. Chair, I mean on annual emissions, so8

it's not an emergency spill line or anything like that. 9

It's -- it's the Government of Canada's method of10

collecting emissions data from -- from industrial sites11

across the country.  12

And there are many different criteria to -13

- and reporting thresholds and reporting limits, based on14

the size of the operation, the size of the emissions, but15

it's a -- it singles out, among other things, the16

incineration of sewage sludge.  So it doesn't matter how17

big the operation is or how small it is, all emissions18

are -- are required to be reported.  19

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you for20

that.  That's all I had for -- and we'll go to any other21

parties wishing to speak.  I don't believe there was.  If22

not, we'll have some closing remarks from the registered23

participants, I guess, starting with CARD.24

MR. BILL MITCHELL:  Bill Mitchell.  Yeah,25
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go ahead.  I -- I can wait if you want to get back to the1

-- the schedule.  No -- no -- 2

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Actually, I -- I guess3

the schedule or the closing remarks would be from4

DFO/Environment Canada, and then it would be -- go to5

CARD then.6

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   Sure, that's fine.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:   So closing remarks from8

Environment Canada/DFO, and then we'll go to Sheryl.9

10

CLOSING REMARKS BY EC/DFO:11

MS. MORAG MCPHERSON:   No.  I think just12

in our conclusion there, in our presentation, just thanks13

to the Board for the time and for allowing us to14

participate in the review process.  And thanks to INAC15

for all the cooperative work and we'll continue to work16

on some of the issues that have been brought forward17

today.  Thank you.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thanks for that.19

Anything from Environment Canada.  20

MR. DAVE FOX:   Dave Fox, from Environment21

Canada.  We'd -- we'd just like to repeat what DFO said22

that we -- we appreciate the -- the opportunity to speak23

to the Board, and we appreciate the fact that -- that24

CARD is trying to do the best that they can.  And our25
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recommendations shouldn't be seen as a slam against CARD1

at all, but just advice in -- in ways that -- things that2

could be improved. 3

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you for4

that. 5

North Slave Metis Association.  Sheryl, do6

you have closing remarks?7

8

CLOSING REMARKS BY NORTH SLAVE METIS ASSOCIATION:9

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   Yes.  I did prepare10

closing remarks.  Sheryl speaking.  11

I urge the Board to reject evidence of12

individual participation in discreet and infrequent13

events, as if they were evidence of community14

consultation.  Further, I urge the Board to require proof15

of a consultation agreement between NSMA and CARD in16

advance of further onsite activities, to -- and to ensure17

that adequate consultation is carried out from now18

onwards for the life of the project.  19

For clarity, we would like to have a20

condition added to the water licence that no discharge of21

waste could occur under the licence until the Board22

receives confirmation that an agreement is reached,23

similar with the land use permit.  24

We do not wish to delay the project. 25
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We're happy that the cleanup is happening, but we do want1

to ensure that our interests are protected.  2

3

(BRIEF PAUSE)4

5

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay --6

MS. SHERYL GRIEVE:   And -- and I'd just7

like to say that we're happy that contaminated sites are8

finally getting some attention and getting cleaned up. 9

Thank you very much.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you for11

that, Sheryl.  Closing remarks from CARD.12

13

CLOSING REMARKS BY INAC-CARD:14

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   Thank you, Mr. Chair. 15

Bill Mitchell.  I'd just like to say a couple of things. 16

I don't want to harp on -- on the same subject that I17

talked about earlier, but, really, in terms of the -- the18

point two/point five (.2/.5) limit, it's -- it's quite19

important to us.  The -- it's not a question of cost.  It20

really is not a question of cost, because we are planning21

to use the best available technology to extract the22

arsenic from the water, and we will expect the23

contractor, and, in fact, encourage them through24

incentives in the -- in the contract to achieve levels25
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consistently well below the point five (.5).1

In fact, just to make it clear, we're not2

saying that we will be discharging a lot of water at3

point five (.5).  In fact, most of the -- the treatment,4

as we showed from the work we did this summer, will5

indeed be point two (.2) or less.6

What we are concerned with, as I mentioned7

earlier this morning, is the potential for upset8

conditions to occur in the plant during the seasonal9

commissioning, because it will be a seasonable --10

seasonal plant, that could drive some of these numbers11

above point two (.2), which is a very restricted limit,12

but yet still below the point five (.5).13

So while we are recommending that the14

Board accept our request for a point five (.5) discharge15

limit, please be aware that, in all likelihood, the16

discharge will -- that we will achieve will be around17

point two (.2) or less.18

The only other thing, I guess I -- I would19

thank Environment Canada -- Canada and DFO for20

cooperating and -- and helping out.  You can tell that21

obviously they have been working with a project team and22

coming up with some very good solutions to a site that is23

really very problematic to deal with.  It's very24

different cleaning up a site from putting a new project25
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in place, because, you know, the -- the impacts are1

already quite clear on the site.  And, as -- as I2

indicated this morning, our objective is to essentially3

return that site to as good a condition as -- as can be4

expected and to ensure that we meet the objectives and5

closure objectives in the long-term.6

So in addition to thanking Environment7

Canada for their help and assistance, I would also like8

to thank the Board, Mr. Chair, the Board technical9

consultants and legal, and I would also like to thank the10

INAC tech -- technical advisors for backing us up at this11

meeting.12

So thank you very much.  I think it's been13

a very useful exercise.  Thank you.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you for that, Mr.15

Mitchell.  And, Bruce, you had a question -- a remark?16

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Before you -- you get,17

Mr. Chair -- Bruce Willis -- before you -- you get to18

your closing remarks, we had left Undertaking Number 2. 19

We know they can't deliver it today, but just for the20

record, we need a final deadline so that we're clear on -21

- on when it would be.22

So Undertaking Number 2, will it take23

until Friday or -- or next week?24

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   Bill Mitchell.  Can25
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you clarify what Undertaking 2 exactly is, again, for my1

leaky brain.2

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   It was to do with the3

-- I think it came from the member of the public and the4

type of screening with the arsenic dust and -- remember5

that one?  6

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   Yep.7

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   So would Monday, with8

today being Wednesday...9

Because the -- we've got the third10

undertaking for the 10th.  Could you make it by the 10th,11

this being the 4th?12

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   I think we can make13

it by the 10th.  That's -- 14

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   All right.  15

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   -- next Tuesday?16

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Yeah.  17

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   Yeah.18

MR. BRUCE WILLIS:   Yes.  Because the19

third undertaking is for the 10th as well.20

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   Yeah.  I think we can21

make that.22

MR. BILL MITCHELL:   All right.  thank23

you.  24

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Further?  That's it.  25
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Okay.  On behalf of the -- Floyd, and1

Sabet, and Pat, I'd like to thank all of you for2

participating in the Tundra Mine Remediation Type A Water3

Licence Hearing.  We have appreciated the opportunity to4

hold our hearing in Yellowknife.  The Board does5

appreciate all the efforts made by INAC-CARD, the6

Intervenors, the participants, to prepare the Application7

and all the technical and other evidence necessary to8

help us make a water licensing decision.9

We must remind, although, that -- to the10

fact that is still a lot work to be completed before a11

licence can go to the Minister of INAC.  Timelines are12

tight.  We ask you to be diligent in reviewing the13

record, commenting on the draft licence and assisting the14

Board to make a -- a good decision.  As you know, this is15

a Type A Water Licence Application so the final decision16

is made by the Minister of INAC.  17

All parties have or will have access to18

the Board's work plan.  Barring unforeseen problems we19

will have the staff prepare and distribute a draft water20

licence for comment as soon as possible.  The Board will21

review and record all comments the draft licence written22

arguments and we will make a decision on the final23

licence.  A final licence and reasons for decision will24

be sent to the Minister of INAC for approval or not.25
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The Board relies on all parties to prepare1

thoroughly and come to its hearings prepared to address2

any issues within their mandates.  The Board process3

enables that there is every opportunity to work4

collaboratively to find solutions, but the hearing5

process is not designed to be a collaborative experience.6

The hearing process is an inquiry to7

assist -- inquiry process to assist the Board in making8

the best licensing decision possible.  All parties must9

understand that when they ask the Board to do something,10

or make a recommendation, that they have the onus of11

responsibility to produce enough evidence to convince the12

Boards to accept their recommendations.13

No matter what the Board's views may be,14

the legal framework means that the Board cannot make15

decisions on trust alone.  If a -- if a party does not16

provide enough evidence to convince the Board, they are17

not going to succeed with their recommendations.18

In closing we'd like to thank CARD, the19

North Slave Metis Alliance, Environment Canada, and20

Department of Fisheries and Oceans.  We'd also like to21

thank our translators, interpreters, Ann Biscaye, Marc22

Casaway, Mary Rose Sundburg and Margaret Mackenzie for23

their patience and their hard work in the translating.24

I would also like to thank the court25
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reporter, Wendy, and the Pido technicians, all their work1

today is much appreciated.  And many thanks to, of2

course, our staff, the consultants and, heck, we'll even3

thank the Legal Counsel, good job, Bruce, for a job well4

done.  And all of you, thank you for your courtesy and5

your respect for all and each other, and in particular,6

I'd like to thank the Board here for their dedication and7

hard work that makes everybody's job, and particularly8

mine, a little easier.9

So thank you once again.  And Sabet, I10

think you're earmarked for a closing prayer.11

MS. ELIZABETH BISCAYE:   Okay.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Mahsi.13

14

(CLOSING PRAYER)15

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you all.16

17

--- Upon adjourning at 3:55 p.m. 18

19

Certified Correct,20

21

___________________22

Wendy Warnock, Ms.23

24

25


